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Tax Crisis Threaiens Fees 
by Kevin Kleine 
managing editor 
to Missouri's tax 
crisis and a threat of budget cuts~ 
. Senate discussed a 
measure to increase student fees, 
but the motion failed to carry and 
was tabled for further discussion. 
The resolution came from Senate 
Chairman Mark Burkholder in an 
attempt to move the governor and 
legislature into taking 
some sort of action. 
. the university's 
employees to increase their subsidy 
to the state and to the students is too 
Burkholder's resolution 
stated. "The failure of the governor 
. and the legislature to resolve the 
state's ongoing budget crisis raises 
about the univer­
sity's ability to continue to provide 
high quality education." 
The resolution went on to suggest 
a surcharge be tacked on to student 
fees that would equal at least a six 
able.. and that- would provide our 
students.with some kind of quid pro 
quo, some increase in servi,ces and 
the shows 
leadership on our part and per­
sonally I -think it shows a lack of 
. Barnett said that an increase in 
other institutions in the area such as 
Southern lllinois University­
and the community colleges . 
"What we may wind up dOing .is 
.that the cuts could mean no growth 
in our ability to provide for their 
education/' Barnett said. "But to 
simply pass through a state problem 
to stUdents a lack of 
integrity." 
student fees could drive stUdents to 
Edwardsville, Webster University 
pricing ourselves out of the range of 
stUdents," Barnett said. "I think that 
as a senate, it is our job to not simply 
act for today, but to protect the capl­
pus for the long ruii.-" 
The tax criSis stems from a U.S. 
Supreme Court decision that struck 
down a Michigan . tax law that 
allowed state employees pensions 
to be tax exempt, but taxed pensions 
of federal workers. The ruling states 
said in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch 
in the budgets of state. colleges and 
universities if the tax loss is not 
compensated for. 
Ashcroft stated that he did not . 
want to make cuts, but they would be 
unavoidable unless alternate 
methods of revenue elm be 
ensured. 
The proposed cuts to ' higher 
education would total about $45 
million. 
UM System President C. Peter 
. Magrath said that he supports· the 
governor's plan for tax· increases. 
"There's no way out of this 
- without a tax increase," Magrath 
said iii the Post-Dispatch Tuesday. 
In hiS address Monday, Ashcroft 
did not reveal where budget . cuts 
would be made , but he ~aid that they 
would not be made in elementary, 
secondary or higher education. 
State budget makers suggest that 
$192 million in budget cuts are 
needed if the state must refund 
taxes of federal employees for 1985-
response
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percent increase. 
Chancellor Marguerite R Barnett that all civil service pensio'ls must 88 Scott Brandt 
See TAXES page 9spoke out against the proposed sur­ be taxed equitably. 	 MUD SUDZ'D: The Political Science Academy took advantage of the warm weather last Friday and
,... Governor John Ashcroft proposed charge saying that the students held a car wash. The fundraiser, held in front of the Blue Metal Office Building, made about $200. 
should not have to bear the burden tax increases Monday in a meeting 
of increased fees . with his cabinet members that 
'. 
"I think that it is ill-timed and ill­ would include a tax on cigarettes 

conceived and it would be a mistake and tobbacco products and increase 
 '88- '89: ·The Time Of Our Lives 
to pass on to our students a problem corporate franchise [taxes for cor­

that is really the state 's problem," porations with assets over by Cathy Dey SEPTEM BER eWith the new Science Complex 
 FEBRUARY Barnett said. $200,000. and nearing completion, plans were 

" I would not be totally opposed to Missouri's interim higher educa­ mad e for the restoration of th e ever­\'-<. Shawn M. Foppe e Condoms come to Campus. In an 

a'fee increase that would be reason- tion commissioner, Judy Vickrey, popular Bugg Lake. The lake, a for­
news editors 	 attempt to help fight the spread of e Happy Birthday UMSL! The Chan­living 	 andAIDS, the Women's Center and the mer laboratory cellor 's Council Sponsored a gala inA scandalous election, Student Health Center began dis­	 recreation area, was drained in the Mark Twain Gym to celebrateTwo Alulllni ~Iake A experiments in space, a silver 	 order to assist with construction of tributing condoms for free . The con­ our 25th anniversary and to raise( " 	 anniversary and the end oftheatre­ the complex. doms were provided by S1. Louis scholarship funds.
almost; the past year has been anPassage rf o India Effort for AIDS. 
eventful one at UM-St. Louis. In th e e Students came one step closer to 
e Curtains. Student theatre suf­by John Kilgore . in Hindi. 	 following article, the Current staff e Athle tes score zero in drug test not having to drive to schooL Bi­ fe red a major blow when Arts and 
.f' reporter 	 takes a look at the past academic State Development Agency announ­" It will be funny to hear them 	 program, Now in its second year, the Sciences Dean Terrence JonesEnglish a 	 ced that the Light Rail would have Two UM-St. Louis graduates will speak with British 	 year and highlights the more not­ UM-S1. Louis drug testing program announced he was slashing the pro­be making a trip, as volunteers, to accent," Konopka said . India is a able doings . 	 has not yet found a single athlete two stops on campus, one on the gram by 80 percent. Jones received 
India this summer. The students, former British colony. 	 who tested positive for illegal drug North Campus and the other on the sharp criticism from students,
lli.lW enrolled at Kenrick Seminary The two students will be working 	 use on a second test. South. 
,-" 	 JUNE faculty and staff. in Webster Groves, will work at a mostly with the children of the lep­

hospital for leprosy victims. rosy victims. They say that they are e Lawrence G. Schlereth was DECEMBER
e The James T. Busb, Sr . Center for 	 MARCH The graduates, Steve Konopka more concerned about contracting 	 appointed vi ce-chancellor forLaw, Social Change, and .conflict 
and David Zak, will spend. eight sicknesses like hepatitis and 	 Administr ative Affairs. He came e Homosexuals - center of'campusReSOiution was forru ell . --rhe c'enter eNo Parking. Structural damage( weeks "giving moral support" to the malaria than they are abaut being 	 from California State University . attention. Obsenities were writtenwas formed with the purpose of 	 closes Garage D causing chaotic children of leprosy victims at a lep­ exposed to leprosy. 	 Schlereth was the second campus in lipstick across the windshields of bringing university and community parking problems all over the .cam­rosarium in Phanbad India before "We have to boil the water before 	 adminstrator to open his office to several cars belonging to membersleaders together to help solve area 	 pus. A shuttle service was institutedmoving onto Calcutta where they we use it," Konopkta said. "Our sys­	 the campus at large. of Lesbian/Gay Campus Organiza­problems. 	 from the North campus to the Southwill work with Mother Theresa'.s tem is not used to it, and they are 	 tion . The vandalism created tension
,;.t 	 campus where many displaced stu­mission for two weeks. The two '86 immune to it." 	 at UM-St. Louis , a campus long­e Harriet Woods was appointed OCTOBER 	 dent had to park. graduates are scheduled to leave The two students said that in addi­	 hailed by members of the organiza­Practitioner-in-Residence toMay 28 . tion to helping the staff at the hospi-	 tion as homophohic. develop the new institute for policy e UMSL in Space. Robert Cabaniss, e The UM System drew consider­
"We'll experience poverty like we . t.al , they would also do some work 
... 	 teaching English the schools; leadership at the Bush Center . a glass blower on the staff of the able fir e in the press when the mem­have never experienced in our life ," in Woods, former Lt. Governor of Mis­ chemistry department sent 8 glass e DanceBrazil came to the J.C. Pen­ bers of the Chancellor'S Council andZak said. "The poverty in this coun­ doing carpentry and helping buil.d 
souri accepted the post over one ampules aboard the space shuttle ney Auditorium to perform a con­ local legislators squared off againsttry is bad, but it's nothing compared houses; and doing some vegetable 
offered by Harvard. 	 Discovery. The ampules were used to . the poverty a third world 	 cert of native south american UM President C. Peter Magrath in a in 	 gardening. new ofto test ways developing dances. The event was sponsored QY disagreement over the institution ofnation. " 	 Zak said that people who he has fl· 	 strong light-weight metal alloys in the campus and Dance S1. Louis , one Zak said that before the Indtan spoken with about the trip have been JULY 	 an engineering program. zero gravity. 	 of many such arrangements thisgovernment would issue them visas, generous , but added that their 
e UM-St. Louis was granted $6 eIn the largest voter turn-out ever, year.the two seminary students had to major expense, the air fare, was still 	 APRIL 
the student body approved the Markagree to go as "volunteers," not as unpaid for : 	 million for the completion of a new 
f ' 	 Twain referendum. The athleticmissionaries. "We won't be going to "We're not getting paid for this," computer science . building. The 	 JANUARY e Controversy concludes scan­
evangelize people ," Zak said. "We'll total cost of the center is projected department spent $2,600 in promot­	 dalous SGA elections . TerenceZak said. "We're just gettingmoney 
be going as morale boosters and to to survive." to be $7.5 million. The center will ing the renovation of the huilding. eUM President, C. Peter Magrath, Small won the presidency of Student 
give a message of hope." Those wishing to donate money house math, computer science, and Students will begin paying an reemphasized that an increase in Government Association amidst a 
I ,\,' The two former business majors for the trip can contact Father Bill management information systems additional $1.25 per credit hour by funding would be hard to come by sea of alleged unethical tactics and 
have no specialized medical train­ Lyons at the Newman House on programs. The building is expected the Summer semester of 1990. thereby squelching faculty 's hope of campaign violations by many 
ing, but they are being tutored by a campus. The phone number at the to be completed in the mid '90s . receiving long-awaited raises. candidates. 
e The University of Missouri dives­st. Louis University professor in the Catholic ministry is 385-3455. 
eDonald Walter Robinson was se- ted 12 percent of its holdings in com- eUM Curators met at UMSL and eHundreds of people gathered onIndian language and culture. According to Lyons, tWelve for­
"Most of the people there can un­ mer UM-St. Louis students are now 	 lected as Dean of the School of panies doing business in South discussed the possibility of creating campus for an ahortion r ights rally. 
Education. Robinson came from Africa, As part of a five-year plan, separate admissions standards for The rally highlighted a long­derstand English, but they won't be attending Kenrick Seminary. Six 
able to speak English back to us ," 	 Oklahoma State University. Robin- the divestiture was implemented in the four campuses . Many faculty publicized deb ate over women's are former graduates, and six at­

Konopka said. "We might be able to tended UM-St. Louis and switched 

.,. 
son strongly believes in a five-year January, 1988. members spoke out against such a rights to have abortions , concluding 
make them feel more comfortable if to the, college seminary before integrated curiculum culminating change claiming it would hurt the in a nationwide march on 
'>;\'e can throw out a phrase or two graduating. . in a Master's degree. NOVE M BE R image of the campus. Washington D.c' 
and Sciences, said the futur e of the were funded by an operating budgetby John Kilgore 
program won't be decided until provided by the College of Arts and 
next February. Sciences and hy allocat ions from 
reporter 
• 	
"We have to plan from year to the Student Activities Budget Com­The curtain is going down on the 
UM-S1. Louis season year," Jones said. "Much depends mittee (SABC) . Last year's budgettheatre this 
on how much b"udgetary support we included $20,000 from Arts andweekend. A series of six one-act 
plays, all student produced, will get from the state ." Sciences and $6 ,000 from SABC. 
close out the '88-'89 schedule of pro· Jones said the decision on the Next year's productions will only 
ductions with matinees Saturday future of the program will be made be funded hy $11 ,500 from student 
and Sunday. The next University with the help of a new com­ activities funds, managed by 
Players production is scheduled for munications department chairper­ SABC. 
the first weekend in August. son. Communications , like many According to Elizabeth J. Kizer, 
The theatre program ran other departments on campus, chairperson of the communications 
rotates this department, just how far the limitedheadlong into the buzzsaw af post from time to 
time. 	 funds will go depends on how the economic reality last February 
"Colleagues of mine don't even University Players manage theirwhen, in order to balance the 
College of Arts and Science budget, know what's going on in the depart­ new budget. 

ment anymore, " said Barbara A. " It depends on what kinds of pro­
the program's base funding was cut 
by 80 percent. Kachur, director af theatre and ductions they want to put on," Kizer 
According to University officials , assistant professor in the com­ said. " If students want to put on stu­
munications department. "We have dent productions on a bare stage,no decision has been made on the 
,lohn Kilgore only a fragmented view of the the money will go further ." future of the theatre program 
FOULING AROUND: University Players acting in ascenefrom "University." The play which was performed beyond next year. Terrence E , reality. " 
last weekend, closes out the student group's regular season, Jones, dean of the College of Arts In the past, theatre productions See DRAMA page 9 
ONCE UPON A TI ME 	 CAMPUS REMI NDERHIP, HIP HOORAY!IINSIDE 

The Riverwomen Softball team 
 Reporter Brian Johnson relates 
captures the first place in the the experiences of storytellerCALENDAR ...... .. . page 2 Bobby Norfolk. MIAA.FEATURES ......... page 4 
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Curtain Call: U. Pl er'sFutureDangles As Season Closes 
l 
page 2 
. C_mjlls Ev ents 
THURSDAY, .,APRI L 27 
• The Newman lIouse is ~fferjJlg CathGli.c mass at 12:l0 p.m. in 
266. University Center. All students, faculty and staff are 
welcome. 
. 'A seminar,on "A Layman's Guide to Cold Fusion" will be held 
from 1 t02·p.m. in the McIkiIlllelI Conference Room, 331 SSB; The 
speaker wHl be UM-St. Louis Professor of Physics Bernard J. 
Felt;lman. Students ,are welcome. Refreshments will be served. 
• Horizons PeerCounselots will have tables set up in University 
Center to provide information and answer qu.estions about eating 
disord,ers. Call 553-57.30 f9rrpore information. 
FRI DAY, APRI.L 28 
• Th,e Biology Club will meetat 1p.m. in the Kent Tomazi Student 
Lounge, 107 Benton. They will plan a camping trip to Hawn state 
Park' for May 12-14. 
• The Newman House is offering communion service and scrip­
tural praYer at noon m266 University Center, 
• The UM Board of Curators are holding a pubUe meeting begin­
ning at 6 p.m. at the Airport Hilton Inn in Kansas City. They will . 
discuss such issues as state support and reallocation of resources 
within the University. 
• A faculty voice recital will be held at 8 p.m. in the Marillac 
Education Auditorium. The recital will feature Mark Madsen, 
lyric baritone and guitar; Billie Derham, piano; and James ' 
Richards, violin. Admission is free. Call .553-5980 for more 
information. 
Disabled 
Honor 
Others 
by Brian Johnson 
reporter 
The sixth annual Disabled 
Students Meritorious Services was 
held April 14 in' the J.e. Penney 
Building. 
Marilyn Ditto, coordinator of Spe­
cial Student Programs, stated that 
"the purpose of the ceremony was to 
acknowledge the faculty, staff, and 
members of the student body who 
have been sensitive, aware, and 
helpful to disabled students portion 
of students at UMSL." 
She also stated that "the disabled 
students academic success is 
largely due to help from these 
various people." 
Past president of the disabled 
Students Union and '86 alumna 
Susan Adrian said she appreciated 
the help she received from many of 
the fC\culty and staff while she was a 
student. This assistance was re­
sponsible for her success in the real 
world, she said, 
Patricia Hilt, president of the 
DSU then presented the ser­
tificates. A special trophy was also 
presented to Ditto for her outstand­
ing service to the disabled, 
After receiving the trophy, Ditto 
commented on how much she 
enjoyed her job. 
A reception was held in the 
Hawthorne Room following the 
ceremony. 
Students in Support of Children 

Announces 

the continuation of 

Evening Child Care 

at the 
UM-St. Louis 

. Child Development Center 

Located on South Campus 

Ages: 2 to 10 

Cost: $1.50 per hour 

Hours: 5: 1 5 to 9:45 p.m. 

Days: Monday thru Thursday 

Call 553-5658 

for more information. 

for Summer &Fall '89 

and Wmter 'go. 

PhUosophy? 
Louvaln! 
Thinking about a solid train­
ing -in phjlosophy? Leuven 
offers graduate and under­
graduate programs in 
English. Write for more infor- ' 
mation, or ask ,you 
depanment-chairperson ... 
ot-~+J..-?/1-Kalholieke 
Universiteit i'~\Leuven 
8" !:;0§·I"· ~ Institute of Philosophy ~. ' . §
Kardinaar Mercierplein 2 U(t -+~8-3000 Leullen 
'9/"b't',:i""8elgium 
CDRREftT 
SUNDAY, APRI'L30, 
• The UM-St. Louis Sympho~ic' Band. 1$ 'Pre.!lenting a cOncert, 
tOnight aU p.m. at the F'lorissantCiv1~ Center.11te concert will 
feature wGrks by Walton, Hanss¢ri. ,FiseberTul1, 'Goldstein and 
Del Borgo~The featuredsolojst will be BeI"mli4 Sebne:i4,er'f for­
mer principal trombonewifbthe,st.Louls SIrnphony. Tiaet$,are . 
' $3 for adults and $1 forst!ldents and seniof.cl~eflj.Cal1553~59:aO 
'f?r more information. . 
.The a cappella vocal ensemble CbSJiticleer wlll .p'erfonn at 4 
. p.m. at the Sheld()D ConceftHall. 384'8 W¥blDgton Avepue,as 
part of the "Premiere Pedorman~es" 'CQDeertsemSSpoDSored 
by UM-St. Louis. Tickets are$1! f,rt~g~neriil puJ)Ucand$8 for 
UM-St. Louis faculty andstaff,students;s~Qior eitizell3, KW¥V 
Studio Set members and~bicalSocietyMembers. Call553~5at8 
to reserve tickets. 
TUESDAY, MAY 2 
• Larry Schlereth, vic~chancellor foradministratlve sel:'Yices.; 

is holding open office hours toda~ from 1 to 3 p.m. Anyone is free 

to drop by without an appointment. 

• UM-Sf. Louis Bible Study is sponsoring ChrlSti'an letturer·'I.'bn 

Geftakys at 7:30 p.m. in 126 J.C. Pen;ney. Can 333-7343 for 

more information. 

WEDNESDAY, MAY 3 
.• Chancellor . Marguerite Barnett will have op~n offi~ hon.r~ 
today from 10 to 11 a.m. for stUdents and 11 a;m. t9 Mon (Q.r ., 
faculty. 
Something"s 

Brewing. 

Friday, April 28 

25C Beer Night 

This Ad Good For 

One Free Grandstand Admission 

• $2 Grandstand Admission and $3 Clubhouse 
Open Every Day 
/ 
F8:J _.,-"..
'-' PI) J' ~~--====i1I~" 
.... \,.,,-:\:\'1: ~i'i5 
. "If an wlCimeiy pregnancy .~ts II 

pel'!Onal com in ~r life ,' , . 

LET US HELP YOU!" 
FREE TEST.::...c.n 
detect pregnancy 10 day,s after it begins! 
IMMEDIATE RESULTS 
~I couNdine is< auiounce 
AU seTVicts FREEandamfidential 
B St.l.oult: .. ...........~5JOO BoIl...m: .............. .227·22.66 ~: ... , ........211.a175 
St. o-tcI: .. ... ....nof-UOO 

. Ha_Sooo"': 962.)653 
• 7:30 PM Post Time • 6:00 PM Gates Open 
• Thoroughbred RaCing 
r.------1 
,Iesume Package, 
, Olll , 
, $2595 , 
, ' 
I . 1Page 1'ypeset Resume , 
• QualityCopies 
• Specialt~ Paper 
• Desktop Publishing 
• Fax Service 
• Large Copy Jobs 
• Laser Typesetting 
• Transparencies 
• Professional Binding 
, • DiSK with Resume Stored , • Color Copies 
• OverSized CopiesL_----·-..J· 24 x 36 
kinko's' 

the copy center 

Open 24 Hours 
725-8704 894-1120 391-4801 
xxoy Ladue Rd. 70~y S Lindbeq;h BI. J ')634 ~lanchester Rd, 
Ci;(l tOl l South Countl' Ell isvi lie 
Open Early, Open Late, Open Week'ends 
524-7549 962-6800 
X'I:14 FIOJ'i ssallt Rd . X()21 Watson Rd 

I 708: Florissant Rd. Webster Groves 

Services mav varv bv location 
April 27,1989 
. . "- . 
• AtJ exhibit .teatnrblg photograp~r W. ~gene Smitll (j(:U~q$ " 
today' at theC~nter for MetrQPoIitan Studies. The show, tithltf 
.' "AnotheFRiver,City ~ Pittsburgh, Pa,1955," will be at tbe Ceil:te:i' . 
until 3iine30. ',. 
.Kenneth ,G. Ross of the UniverSitYGf Georgia will sp~ai: "Q.n , 
"P(}pu~ation.Genetics of so~th Ameri~ Fire ~ts"at;4'· p.Il1.;ii~~' .· 
Room 1210fthe Rese,arch Wmg of the SCIence CompleX.Ca:U55~', 
6200 f(}r moreinfGrrtlation. . , 
THU'R'SD~~,MAY4 . 
SATURDAY, MAy '13 
..... . ~ .. ; 
• TM l1~"St.Louis Observatory is holdinganope~ house at,!£M 
p.iIk The planets Mars and Jupit~rshoulq be visible.' Theobser '" 
~ator:!' ·is IQcated on south' cilmpusand admission is fr~e, FOfi \ 
moi;e iId'orm~tion, call Skywatch Hotline ~.5706 :at 553 " ­
A CAREER... 
IN LESS THAN A YEAR! 

6 TO 9 1/2 MONTHS lRAINING COULD CHANGE ' 

THE, COURSE' OF YOUR LI FE! 

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 

COMPUTER TECHN 
OFFICE TECHNO 
ATTEND CLASs DAYS, 
MNNGS OR WEiKENDS 
COMPUTER LAB OPEN 
6 DAYS A WEE 
OYer 90,000 
3694 WEST, 
ST. lOUIS 
~. 
UM-St. Louis Alumni 

At Kenrick S e m in ary 

Say: 

• 
Make SUDlmer A Blast! 

UN-St. Louis Alumni/Former Studen'ts Now Attendilig 
Kenrick Seminary: 
BACK ROW: Pat Christopher, '82; Tim Griffin, '80; Rick G'Sell, '88; Mike Bruns, '8.6; .John 
Brockland; Cliff Downey . / 
FRONT ROW: Dave Zak, '87; Steve Konopka, '87; John Schwaig, Ed Fink 
NOT PICTURED: Ray Haln 
J 'oln :Us: ·64:7-527,0 'or 385~3455 
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FUN IN THE SUN: Clockwise from top; A giant 
sea of sand transformed a back lot into a scene 
'.... from a beach blanket bingo movie. Children from 
UMSL's daycare enjoy the day with balloons and 
soda Students line up to take puts at golf. Two 
girls bask in the warmth of the mid-day sun. A mad 
skater demonstrates a new version of an old way r 
to travel. The Fabulous T-Birds entertained the 
masses. A Ferris Wheel gave students a new 
perspective on campus life. 
~ " 
t ','.: 
.~ 
EARN EXTRA INCOME WHILE ENJOYING THE FREEDOM 
AND FLEXIBILITY OF YOUR SUMMER BREAK! 
lI'l' . 
I CALL: 
~~~ 
Benefits: 	 Skills Needed: 
• 	 Gain valuable work experience • Clerical Support: 
Word Processing Typing• Accept only desired assignments Secretarial Data Entry
• Receive weekly paychecks 	 General Office Bookkeeping 
• Experience a variety of assignments • Light Industrial 
- Never Pay a Fee ­
Register once and come back to us to earn money during future breaks, 
FDIC 
'b~ 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
1-\'l~D 
l< IImmmuU; Banf7I 
~ 
That's the best 

combination 

for your money 

7151 Natural Bridge Road 
St. ·Louis, MO 63121 . 
383-5555 
Member FDIC 
Photos By 
Scott Brandt 
IDqr ]l{ouor !;octrty' of 
\~\ l(u,!pa l/Iltf 

Extends Its Congratulations To The Inltlat8s 

Who Will Be Inducted Into The Society 

April 30, 1989 

1989 STUDENT INITIATES 
Kathleen Aldenderfer 
Mark J. Arnold 
Pamela S. Baumann 
David M. Cirillo 
Laura Corner 
Janice K Davis 
Nancy M. Farr 
Sally H. Gafford 
Marla A Gilliam 
Ki m berly A. Grace 
Mark J. Hartman 
Eileen M. Humphrey 
Michelle Hili 
Grace P. Kennedy 
Melba K Kotoucek 
Frederick G. langeneckert 
Peter J. lindberg 
Teri Meriwether 
Carol O. Milner 
JoAnne L Minnihan 
Barbara J. Moore 
Angela C. Pai 
Chestra J. Peaslee 
Laura L. Pendino 
Anita M. Potzmann 
Mark Recca 
Elizabeth J. Ricks 
Phyllis C. Rubin 
Carolyn O. Rutherford 
Carol Scherer 
Michael J. Schinker 
Jon L Schmid 
Phillip H. Schmidt 
Jeffrey W. Scott 
Tracy L Sigmund 
Elizabeth V. Sims 
Susan A. Sinclair 
Laura J. Stack 
Tina M. Thompson 
Donna p.Thurman 
Elsie L U'rban 
Angela M. Vieth 
Carole H. Welch 
Debra L Workman 
James M. Yochim 
Robert D. Younger 
1989 FACULTY INITIATES 
Margaret Cohen . . . . . . ... . . . . . ... . . . .. .... . .... . Associate Professor of Education 
Joel Glassman . .. .. . ... . .... . . . ... . .. .. .. Aaaoclate Professor of Political Science 
Charles Kuehl ......... . .. . . .. Director of Graduate Programs, School of Business 
Administration 
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP NOMINEE 
Linda M. Hou.man 
1988-89 OFFICERS OF PHI KAPPA PHI 
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Scott Brandt 
I WONDER: Grad student Stan Colona makes a living by using 
his mind. 
Stan, The Idea Man Storytel'.in Fest 
So much so, that his friends have by B.rlan Johnsonjokingly nicknamed him "Wile E. reporterCoyote, Super ·Genius." 
I reminded him that if· one The art of storytelling is one of theindividual thinks of an idea, the oldest means of communication. All
general rule is that at least 10 thou­ through the ages storytelliug has 
sand other people have thought of been a mode of conveying myths and 
that same idea. from one generation to the 
"That sounds right," he contends. next. In the past, storytellers have 
"I guess it just depends on who gets taken the responsibilities of being a 
their idea heard first." journalist, politician, historian,
And Colona is working on getting and teacher. his ideas heard first. When he comes This is the tenth year the Univer­
up with an idea he thinks will catch sity of Missouri st. Louis Continuing 
on, he submits a letter of introdu€­ Education Extension College of 
tion to_ a manufacturer, and pro­ Arts and Sciences with the Jefferson ' 
ceeds from there. National Expansion Memorial is 
"If I have an idea that I think will providing storytelling to hearing
sell, I send a copy of the idea to a impaired audiences who cannnot 
manufacturer, and then send a copy take , part in Festival events
of that letter to myself, that way I downtown at the arch. 
am covered, because I have Indian culture, fairy tales,documentation, the postmark." literary works, cowboy poems and Colona covers all bases, and well songs, midwest humor, and folkhe should, because some of his ideas tradition will be presented at the 
are different. val. The theme of the festival, 
Storytelling Family Reunion,:' One of my personal favorites is Ifnt>l1ses on the return of many pop­
the economical highlighter for 
storytellers to this program. 
college students . The St. Louis Storytelling Fes­Colona decided that since he used urges the iteration of life expe­
a highlighter so much during is and the preservation of
undergrad days, there must be a less and historical heritages. It
expensive way to purchase one. aspires to fill needs, especially
His idea? Colona removed the strong in modern urban surroun­
stopper at the end of the plastic dings, for an insight on the human 
base, he filled the inside with yellow experience that I- comes uniquely
food coloring and replaced the plug. through storytelling. 
It works just the same as a 
high lighter purchased from any 
store. '''Painfully Shy"" 
"This has lasted me about a year 
and a half. The only thing I did was . ' The festival has drawn thousands 
of people from all walks of life in the 
by Pau lette E. Amaro shoes inside the freezer, when, the trimmed down the felt tip. A bottle past. It will feature the very best 
features editor water froze and expanded, it would of coloring is seventy nine cents, storytellers from around the coun­
stretch the shoes. and I baven't even used that much," try, and one of them is Bobby Nor­
"I guess you could call this a story "Well, it worked out great until Colona says proudly. folk, who appear at UM-St. Louis 
of creativity more than you could my mom found my shoes in the Colona hopes to one day become a Monday May 1. 
call it a story of ideas ." freezer ." Marketing professor, and is presen­ 38 year-old Norfolk has been a 
UM-St. Louis grad student Stan It is evident that Colona likes this tly applying to Wash U. and St. Louis prominent performing artist in St. 

Colona is dressed in comfortable story. Why not? It did mark, for him, 
 U. to further his education. Louis for 21 years. He was formally 
faded jeans, a starched white shirt, the beginning of a talent that would While still finishing school at UM­ a history major at UM-St Louis. 
thin black tie and a red St. Louis Car­ foll ow him throughout his adult St. Louis, Colona works as a part- Dropping out to pursue his career, 
dinal baseball cap. life. he spent ten years working as a park . 
He Is leaning back infor mally, Colona is an idea man. He has a time merchandiser for Nestle Food ranger to supplement his income. 
sharing with me one of the earliest folder filled with his ideas, some of Corporation, where he does many Theatre was a powerful influence 
rememberances of his childhood, which have brought him great things including in-store Nestle in Norfolk's life, and in the early '80s 
and how he came to be an individual recognition. displays. he became a regular actor at the St. 
filled with many ideas. Colona is in the university's MBA Colona definitely knows where Louis Black Repertory Theatre.
program, and will graduate with a his life is going, and rest assured, if "1 was five years old, and I Bobby has written many scripts for 
remember I had a pair of shoes that degree in marketing 'in May. he ever gets in a jam, he can always the theatre, and presently directs 
were too tight," Colona begins. "I His talent for conjuring up things find a clever way t~ get himself the Young Dramatics (a theatre 
didn't want to tell anyone the shoes the average Joe may not always out. group that stages plays written and 
were too tight, and I thought that if I think up is sort of "a constant and . "I kind of use a little creativity performed by teenagers.) He is also 
filled two bags with water, put them ongoing thing; I'm always thinking everyday. I think it's an ongoing a freelance journalist, a published 
inside the shoes, and then put the up stuff." thing." poet, and practices martial arts 
and yoga. ONCE UPON A TIM E: Storyteller, Bobby Norfolk will be spinning 
Norfolk began storytelling mostly tales at U M-St. Lou is on May 1. 
by a fluke. He began buying books to 
read to his son at bedtime. From 
reading these various stories he 
started to do his own versions of 
by Ruth Rosenbaum Ellie helped me find at Harper & lifelong friendships. While the them and decided to use the "You must realize that you are in Grouchie sort out his dilemmas. The 
contributor Row, I got the opportunity to work Polish immigrant lived with us, he material in his work. control and can put positive show is intended to teach young peo­
for the C.V. Mosby Company, one of met a woman and decided to marry He blends poetry, acting, and thoughts in your head to replace the ple to acquire personal responsibil-
The old adage that "good things the most influential medical book her. On the day of his wedding he comedy, into his stories. His reper- negative ones." , ity skills. 
come in threes" rings true for Linda publishers in the United States. cried and hugged us all and said he covers African, European and Norfolk says that "every person Norfolk is presently completing 
'Wendling, who recently receiv.ed "Moshy has said that they get wasn't sure he wanted to leave us, American folk ,tales, poetry of should consider himself an entity - his bachelors degree in history as a 
Wendling Wins Awards 
the Journalism Scholarship for the some of their best people from Ellie his 'family.' That was really famous black Americans, and skits a , power to be reckoned to be rec­ night school student. He will 

third time. And this is only one of Chapman and UM-St. Louis. Ellie rewarding." based on the works of rer.owned .koned with in this world. " ' some tales here at UM-St. 

her accomplishments . has such excellent connections; if Because ofthe experiences oftak­ authors. Norfolk performs at four dif­ Monday May 1 at noon in the J.C. 

Wendling, an English major and someone wants to go into editing, ing immigrants into her home, Wen­ Norfolk describes himself as a ferent area schools per day on Penney building. 

student in the Writing Certificate UM-St. Louis is the best school for dling would like to pursue a "painfully shy child." He considers average. Despite this hectic pace, The storytelling festival runs 

Program has attended UM-St. Louis .them." master's degree in English and himself to be a "revolutionary artist he has his own television s~ow, throughout the St. Louis Area 

since 1982. Wendling was awarded Wendling now works from her also teach. , who motivates people to take a ' May 4-7. Events are open to 

the scholarship by ,The Journalism home as a free-lance writer and "I think it would be a lot of fun to for what they believe in]." "Gator Tales," where airs at 9:30 public and admission is free. For 

Fo'undation of Metropolitan st. editor. She says that Chapman has teach English to immigrants. I ,l!;xplaining his philosophy on life a.m. Saturday on Channel 4. specific information on times, 

Louis, which is a coalition of St. found her some of her best clients. wouldn't think of it as simply teach­ maintains his positive The main character is an idligator locations, and featured performers 

Louis professional organizations "If it weren't for Ellie, i wouln't ing them, but rather as helping them 
 he states, "the mind is puppet named Grouchie Gator. contact Ann Wegman of the Contact 
that provide scholarships to college have the business in my home. It's make new lives for themselves." with grooves. All your Grouchie runs a store in a swamp Coordination Staff at 553-5961. 
students interested in careers in great because I \1on't need a baby­ She has won the Margery McKin­ mel!'auve thoughts and actions are and is always in trouble, mostly of Groups are encouraged to make 
journalism or a related field. sitter while I work." She prefers ney Fiction Writing Contests spon­ the groove and it just keeps his own making. Norfolk portrays reservations early due to limited 
Every year, various participating working at home and doesn't really sored by UM-Columbia. And along over ~d over again. the gators best friend, who helps space, 
organizations fund the foundation's want a 9-to-5 job right now. with the Journalism Foundation 
scholarships. In addition to receiv­ As well as being a full-time stu­ Scholarship she received, Wendling , 
ing the scholarship this ·year, Wen· dent and a free-lance writer, Wen­ was also named one of two 
dling was a Journalism Scholarship dling is also the mother of three recipients of the UM-St. Louis 
recipient in 1986, funded by children. In addition to all of this, English Alumni Association 

Southwestern Bell and in 1988, fun- she and her husband receive others Scholarship this year. Wendling by Chuck 
[hnnk II Ynkl 
, ded by Women in Communications. into their home to live with them. In says that the two scholarships 
Her award this year comes from the past, they have had an should pay for most of her school 
Thomas J. Finan Construction immigrant for Poland as well as a expenses next year. 
News. The scholarship was set up by Chilean student and her sister living "We are saving money now for a CHILD PSYCHOLOGY 
Thomas J. Finan's , son as a with them. second car," she says with a college 
"When Polishmemorial in hOllor of his father . the immigrant student's familiar look of disgust 

came to live with us, he changed our when discussing car' trouble. 

idea of what we want our family to Wendling is not only dedicated to " ... but what if reality is projected by our

"The scholarship this year means 
he. He's made our lik- more her family, · but she also feels aa lot to me. The fact that one man is consciousness to seem tangible, when in fact, itinteresting and rich. It helps you strong commitment to her major paying for me to attend school is an 

honor to me. It makes me want to forget your own problems when you and those particular teachers who is only co-existent with our thought patterns?" 
have someone sitting at your dinner have helped her along the way.work hard," Wendling stated. mtable telling you stories about his "I think we have a wonderful 1 '" --Wendling is an English majorwith life." English faculty, and they deserve an interest in writing. She believes Wendling and her husband have more funding. There are so many that Ellie Chapman, coordinator of bought a. larger house so that they dedicated teachers in the depart­the Writing Certificate Program 
will have more room to accom­ ment and they don't always get the here at UM-St. Louis helped her 
modate their guests. credit they deserve." tremendously. 
"The experiences of inviting Chances are someday one of her 
"I feel like lowe Ellie my entire 
Wendling others into our home to live with us students will say the same thingcareer in editing, " 
and our family have turned into about her. says. "Because of the internship that 
UM-St. Louis Studies Abroad 
by Laura Daniel weeks of living, dining. and studying bination of tutor and lecture 

contributor 
 in University College. Built in 1249, classes. totallinlZ six credll...hour£. 

it is the oldest of several colleges ' The tutor, a member of the Oxford 

How many people have dreamed composing Oxford University. Staff, will meet with students 

of escaping to the captivating cities Southern Methodist University, indill.i.l:luaUy or in groups of two once 

located in Dallas, has been offering " ,week. 
and the picturesque villages of 
England and Wales? The incalcul­ international programs for the past Each student reads to the tutor a 

nineteen years. As a result, it has paper prepared from research done 
able European landmarks from long 
become an important educational during the prior week. This also ago can be brought to life through 
adventure for over 4,000 students iricludes a paper written before the the world of student travel. 
throughout the United States. time of arrival in Oxford. The tutor As, another semester comes to a fl!JThe dream of countless then comments upon the paper and close, most of us will retire for a 
Americans to study in Oxford recommends other ideas andshort summer's siesta. But for the 
unfolds with the very popular SMU­ concepts. ~ SMU-in-Oxford group, resting will 
in-Oxford trip, currently in its In the tutorials, all stUdents work-be the last item on the agenda. 
twelfth year. It won't be until August when they SeeTRAVEL page 9 The excursion entails the com­return home from five and a half 
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COMPACT DISC 10.99 
CASSETIE 6.99 
COMPACT DISC 10.99 
CASSETIE OR LP 6.99 '. ~ THESE 3SELECTIONS ARE SOUND CHECK 
'NO RISK DISCS', , , , ,CHECK THEM OUT! 
, , -' -' ' . .­ ,-.:-: -, -'I SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR WE'LL 1'­
. : . , . ,- .' . , . , .' , EXCHANGE THEM FOR EQUAL VALUE. -' ' 
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CQOKIE CREW MOJO NIXON&SKIDROPER 
BORN THIS WAY ROOTHOG OR DIEalit . ·~-ci ·..·•.. i .<D­
t~} 
, , 	H~mpto'n, just n'Orlh ~i Ch ipp~ w'a " 
353,5551 
• West Flori ssanl at Chambers in 
Oellwood 521-1885
• 	 • 1711 Bfenlwood Blvd, 2 blocks Soulh of Hwy, 40 in Brentwood 
961-5704 
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WI READY TO -PLAY J HE 

"BIG" GAM E?

• Reacfy to-work? If you're over 18 with a reHablecar, we can 
help you into the work force! We have positions daily, three 
shifts in: 
ASSEMBLY
• 	 PACKAGING 
FOOD SERVICE 
WAREHOUSIN G 
fl 	 SHIPPING \DELIVERY and 
LAND SCAPING 
Bring two forms of ID when you apply. and we'll start you 
'Y working instead of looking! SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE 
NO FEE. We interview from 10 AM to 12 noon, Mondaythru 
Thursday at: 
PERSONNEL POOL 
,; 9736 Lackland 
Where people are helping people! 
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GARY OLDMAN KEVIN BACON
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Akiller is back on the streets. 
The onlyone who can stop him 
is the lawyer who set him free. 
, _	 .,,- MAJO R ISDEPE:'\'DE.ST 
OPENS FRIDAY, APRIL 28TH EVERYWHERE. 
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe. 
You have one night. 
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a feW 

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the 

dreaded astronomy exam. 

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. Ithelps 

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely'and conveniently. So

"' 
even when the subject matter's dull, yout mind will stay razor sharp. 

If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar 

system faster, too. 
 Revive with VIVARIN: 
list .. _~ _ eqi,MIeol 01 .... """ 01 co&<, 1988C _Ill<. 
CURRENT 
Thinking About Going. 

To Law School? 

LSAT PREPARATION 

COURSE 

Saturdays, May 13 - June 3 

10am, - Noon 

Thursday. June 8 

6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p,m. 

University of Mlssourl·St. Louis 
J.e. Penney Building 
This five-week course is designed to help prepare students for the Law 
School Admission Test. Fee for the course Is $87 (includes text book, li­
brary card. course materials and parking). 
For information, or to register, call UM-St. Louis Con­
tinuing Education-Extension at 553·5961 . u.-:. 
page 5 
JOIN THE Ct+I+T~EA",",M¥I----
Citicorp Mortgage, Inc is a responsive,-people'oriented 
leader in the development, origination and servicing of 
Citicorp Mortgage products Nationwide. 
OBTAIN PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE while attending 

college as 

PART·TIME CUSTOMER SERVICE REPS. 

Flexible schedules, competitive salaries. 

INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS 

FRIDAY, MAY 26 

CONTACT Co-op DIVISION 

CAREER PLANNING &PLACEMENT OFFICE 

308 WOODS HALL 

553-5100 ' 
Does 
the End of 
t he T erm mean 
the End of your 
Insurance Prot ecti o n ? 
If your insurance ends when you 
leave school, you are unpro­
tec ted agains t i ll ness or acci­
dent. Short Term protection 
from Time Insura nce provides 
med ica l coverage for a va riety of 
periods al reasonable rates, And 
th e plan can be signed and 
issued on the spot , w ith cover­
age beginning immediately , Of 
cou rse , there's no coverage for 
pre-exist ing conditions, 
You may need this necessary 
protecti on , Let me l ell you 
about it. 
Bene fit Conce p ts, Inc. 

1023 &'<ecut :Lve Parki.va y 

Su i te 14 

St. Lou i s r ,'10 63141 

(3 14) 275-2288 

TIME INSURANCE COMPANY 
SPORTS 	
., 
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•JACKPOT : Sofiball Team Crowned 111M Champions 
• 
by Tom Kovach 14 and have a shot at posting her 	 ning the tournament. chances to take a big lead early in stroked a single to right field, giving· The road to a NCAA berth began
sports editor 	 .first 30 win season. The record for "1 think all year we knew could the final game. With runners threat­ the Riverwomen a 1-0 lead. on Friday when the team won 6-2 
most wins in a year is 33, set in win," Kris Wilmesher said. "The ing to get in scoring position, UM-St. Louis extended their . over Southwest Baptist University.In a town where many used to 1981. turning point was against Central." Southeast hit the ball three times to 	 margin with two runs in the bottom Two RBIs by McNeil and a another
spend time mining for metals, the The Riverwomen handled the "I always knew we could be this Heather McNeil. And each time the of the third. Wynn walked and Shelly by Snow put the Riverwomen up 3­UM-St. Louis Riverwomen softball otahkians by driving in baserun­ far. Everybody this year was com­ ball was hit to her, all McNeil had to Husley laid down a successful bunt. O. 
team hit the real jackpot last ners and some · solid pitching of ing around," Lisa Houska said. 	 do was turn around and tag third Then Juanita Snow cracked a dou­ SBU made the score 3-2 in tbe
weekend by capturing first place in Sandy Hammonds . Team effort was a vital key to the each time. ble, driving in Wynn and Husley. sixth, but a home run by Kellie
the Missouri Intercollegiate " Our all around defense and but so were the victorieswin, The Riverwomen also had a In the next half of their inning, the Leach and five consecutive singles
Athletic Association softball tour­ pitching was great," Vogler said. against the previous teams, such as chance to take charge. Houska, who Riverwomen made the score 4-0 gave the team three runs and their 
nament in Rolla. " It was a big thing to beat the comeback victory against batted 15·27 in the tournament" when Houska drove in Cooper. first victory of the day.
But the road to the trophy and a Southeast," freshman Kim Cooper Northeast Missouri State or the win singled to right field. Melanie Wynn Cooper reached base when she led Hammonds gave up six hits,
guaranteed spot in the NCAA said. over defending MIAA champion advanced her over on a bunt. But the 	 off the inning by hitting the ball that struck out two and walked one. 
regionals was difficult travelling. 	 Central Missouri State. next three batters COUldn' t move the third baseman couldn't handle. The Riverwomen then had a tdH­
With one loss , Head Coach Lisa This is the first time the the "When we came back against Houska over. She was then sacrificed to second 	 fucIt time getting the offense goingVogler's team had to play the Riverwomen have won the MIAA Northeast, it was kind of like a self­ The Riverwomen jumped on the base on a bunt by Wilmesher_ against Southeast. The Otahkians 
Southeast Missouri State tournament since 1981. incentive," Vogler said . "But the big board in the bottom of the second. Southeast get their only run of the 	 scored one run in the first, secondOtahkians twice. 	 And for Vogler this is the fourth key was once we beat Central. " With Kristi Toppins on third and 	 game in the top of the seventb. With and third innings. All the runs by
But Southeast , undefeated for the consecutive year that she has led 	 Southeast had three excellent Kim Cooper on first, Wilmesher Lisa Thorton on base, Lisa Foster 	 ·Southeast came when the River·
majority of the tournament, ran into her team to a better record. In her drove her in on single. women were just one out away from 
a team on a mission to avenge last first season as the softball coach, In the the first game of the two­ ending each inning.
year's second place finish in the the team finished fourth. Her next Theme About Working Together game series with Southeast Mis­ A combination of off-speed
MIAA and a team that knew its season, the Riverwomen took third souri, Juanita Snow was the hero pitches by Shelle Wadsworth and a 
potential to win the tournament. and in 1988, the squad captured when she blasted Shelly poor job of moving baserunnersIn addition, the five wins by the second place. Reason Behind Winning Tourney Wadsworth 's pitch over the right over kept the Riverwomen score­
Riverwomen put Vogler over the Several players knew that from field fence for a two run homer to less until the fifth inning. Houska 
100-win plateau. Sbe IS currently the start of the season, they knew by Tom Kovach 	 Though she has been coach of give the Riverwomen a 4-3 lead in single that drove in Husley and105-78. The Riverwomen are now 28- that teamwork was the key to win- sports editor 	 the softball team for four years, the bottom of the fourth. Snow narrowed the margin to 3-2.
consider the following. In her The Riverwomen got in the scor­ Southeast picked up an insuranceOn a highway in the distant first season as coach in 1986, she ing column early. Singles by Lisa run in the sixth. With Schulte on
night, the voice of country Singer guided .the team to a fourth place Houska and Melanie Wynn put run­ second, a single by Foster sent herKenny Rogers could be heard in a finish . third place two years ago at the one to third. nextners corners with out . On the pitch Ham­
van full of UM-St. Louis women and second place last season. Kellie Leach's sacrifice fly drove in monds threw a wild-pitch, sending
softball players. The River­ Would capturing first place Houska and the Riverwomen were Foster to home. 
women had just captured first seem inenvitable? up 1-0 in the first inning. "They were swinging at badplace in the Missouri Inter­ After Southeast tied the score in pitches," Vogler said. "They doing it
collegiate Athletic Association. Before the tournament, Volger the top of the second inning, the to themselves" 
"We knew it was a long shot/ had said that the one of the keys 	 On Saturday morning, aRiverwomen putanother run on the 	 lot ofWe knew anything could hap­ to winning would be to get amen­ board in bottom of the third. Wynn pride was on the line as the River­pen," Rogers' song goes. tal edge. She said that Rogers' singled and Husley smacked a women faced the Northeast Mis­
song was played the day before triple. . 	 souri State Lady BullDogs. TheAnd tbat is the philosophy that they left and that may have set Southeast continued loser would be sent home, while theHead Coach Lisa Vogler pro­	 t o battlethe stuck with the team in back. After a Theresa Schulte dou­	 winner would play Centralfesses to her team, especially in tournament. 	 . ble, Sue Stulgo hit a RBI. They went Missouri State.last weekend's toutnament. In Ironically enough, Vogler has up 3-2 in the fourth when Lisa Thor­ With Toppins on second, Snow'sfour years as coach, she tells her been staying around UM-St. ton tripled drove in Stuglo. fly ball went out of play. The umpireteam that the keys to winning are But Snow any ofPROUD PLAYERS: From left to right, Melanie Wynn, Juanita Snow teamwork - on the field and 	 ended hope ruled that the outfielder attempted 
see COACH, page 8 Southeast winning. Her home run toand Marlene Burle show their feelings about receiving the first off. 
right field gave the Riverwomen a 4­place trophy at the MIAA softball tournament. 	 see CHAMPIONS, page 83 victory. 
Rivermen Baseball Team Secure Berth In P layoffs 
by Greg Albers "We're looking at the tournament ~ 	 I'll .:_iif.. • ..f ~" .R_P.a better record at this stal1e of the 
reporter as a golden opportunity to display season, but our record is indicative 
the positive aspects of our of our play," Brady said. 
The baseball Rivermen swept ballclub," Head Coach Jim Brady 
four games from S'outhwest Baptist said . " If we execute the fundamen­ Following last weeks play, 
over the weekend, outscoring them tals , we know we can win this tbing. several milestones have been 
39-11 , to run their conference But we a'Iso know we have our work passed by Senior outfielder Dan 
record to 9-3 . That mark is good cut out for us . We 're going to have to Kiely. He has moved to third on the 
enough for second place in the South play perfect games to beat these school's all time hit list and third on 
Division and a berth in the MIAA the all time home run list. Pitcherteams ." 
playoffs. The club lost their chance • The team is hitting well going into Brad Moore is sixth on the all time 
to host the tournament when they the tournament. The games with strikeout list, and could move to 
lost a doubleheader to Southeast Southwest Baptist left the team bat­ third if he got only six more. 
Missouri on Wednesday by scores of ting average at .325, up from .282 
5-3 and 12-5. just two weeks ago. Senior Jeff Not to be outdone by his players, 
The Rivermen's record against Theime had eight hits and ten runs Brady is only four wins away from 
Southeast was just 1-3 this season. batted in against SBU. his lOOth victory as coach of the 
That enabled the Indians to beat out Freshmen Tom Broyles and Jim Rivermen. The only other manager 
the Rivermen by just one game for Foley each surrendered only one to lead the baseball team to that 
the South division lead in the Mis­ run and pitcbed a complete game in many wins was Jim Dix who lead the 
souri Intercollegiate Athletic the weekend series that left the Rivermen to 239 victories between 
Association. team's overall record at 21-17. Four 1976 and 1985. 
The playoffs will begin this games over five hundred is a res­
weekend in Cape Girardeau. The pectable record, but many expected 
other teams competing are more out of the Rivermen, who were The first obstacle in Brady's 
Southeast, the Northwest Missouri ranked 20th in the NCAA Division II quest for 100 wins will be the North 
State Bearcats and the Central Mis- preseason poll. conference champion, Northwest 
souri State Jennies . "We would have liked to have had 	 Missouri State. The Rivermen will 

face them Friday in the first round Scott Brandt 

of the double elimination MIAA TAKING A SWING:Rivermen baseball player Warren Dey takes a cut at a pitch in a game against the 

University of Indianapolis. Dey, who plays third base, is currently hitting .363.tournament.Organizers Selling Efforts 
Men's Tennis Team Preparing For Playoffs;Score More To Play Hockey 
After three weeks of selling Williams has coached the St. Louis Zoellner Looking For Top Play From Seniors
students on the idea to play hockey Junior Blues and was involved in 
at UM-St. Louis , Ice Hockey Club amateur hockey for quite some time by Tom Kovach substitute play of John Fredricks 	 include Pollard (11) and theorganizers Shelle Hassenforder and in St. Louis. 	 The team is now preparing forsports editor and Jerry Leinhardt. There have 	 doubles tandem of Compton andWayne Gholson said that 35 students The team will begin practicing 	 this weekend's MIAA tourna­been times during the season Pollard (ll).have signed up, including four this summer at the Creve Coeur Ice 	 ment at the Lake of the Ozarks. 
.Credit St. Louis University w.hen those two have been play­ The. Rivermen fell on Mondaygoalies. Rink. One of the objectives of the 	 Zoellner said he is looking for
with giving the UM-St. Louis hig double-time on the court. 	 to Northeast Missouri State by
" We seem to be filling the need, " team is to provide a high profile pro­ some big performances from 
men's tennis team a shot of con­ "It's a help to have the reserves," the score of 7-2. Compton was the ·Hassenforder said "Everyone is gram that will offer more than other 	 Higgins, Compton and Scott
'fidence this season. Head Coach Zoellner said. winner at the number one Singlesexcited and ready to take the ice. " clubs in the area. In the fall, plans 	 Stauffer. Jeff Zoellner's team defeated the Number one player Brad Com­	 spot. He combined with Scottare being made to travel, play in 
Hassenforder and Gholson 'said 	 the Billikins , a Division I team, pton has a current record of 14-5. Pollard to give the Rivermen it'stournaments and get lots of ice 	 "We really need those three to 
twice during the season with 9-0 But one of the biggest surprises 	 other win at number comethat the large number of par­ time. 	 the one through and play well,"
and 6-3 victories . 	 for Zoellner has been the play ofticipants comes as a surprise since 	 doubles spot. Zoellner said. "It would be a
"Beating St. Louis University 	 amany students show a lack of inte­ The club is seeking financial sup­ Mike Higgins. Higgins has On April 19, the Rivermen miracle for us to beat nationally­

rest in campus activities. port from the St. Louis community . was a boost, " Zoellner said. record of 13-6 and plays in the easily handled the University of ranked Southwest Baptist, but we 

According to Gholson, one of the Hassenforder and Gholson say they But the victories over SLU just number four singles slot. Missouri-Rolla Miners by the are definitely shooting for

haven't been the key to the River­ ."He has been very consistent. 	 s~ore of 9-0 . Higgins improvedreasons behind forming the club hope to receive donations from area 	 second place along with 
corporations and community men ending the season at 13-7. He was · real surprise," his record with. straightwas that there aren't too many 	 a set Northeast Missouri and 
leaders. 	 "It's been the maturity of the Zoellner said . . vl<!6tires . O'Gorman alsoleagues around the St. Louis area to 	 won Northwest Missouri." players. Plus we have mucli more Another surprise to the teamplay in once students reach The team is still accepting his matches. 

college. students to play in the summer and depth. But we have had our share has been the play of Dave O'Gor· Two days later, Higgins and "This is definitely one of the

of injuries," Zoellner said. "WeAlthough a coach has not been se­ the fall. For more information, call 	 man. He is playing in the number O'Gorman repeated their perfor­ best years we have ever had here,have had two solid players fill inlected, Mike Williams has said that 553-5121 or sign up in Room 203 in 	 sb singles postion and sports a mances, helping the Rivermen to We have played very well against
their spots, though." 	 record of 13-7. Other playershe will help out with the team. the Mark Twain Building. 	 a 8-1 victory over Sangamon some stiff competition all year,"
Zoellner is referring to the winning ten or more matches State. Zoellner adds. 
Sports Briefs 
Between wins over The struggle to win continued The UM-S1. Louis Golf team 3.882 grade point average. He ODD be held for high school students. 
Westminister. College, 8-1 and on Monday as the team lost to shot a team score of 328 to take played in 18 games this grades 11 and 12 (High School 
Central Missouri State, 9-0, the Northeast Missouri State, 9-0. fifth place at the Riverman averaged 2.2 pOints and 1.1 Staiting June 19, UMcSt. Louis Camp II). 
UM-St. Louis women's tennis The Riverwomen are 6-8 .head­ Invitational at the Bogey Hills 	 rebound a game. He is also a Volleyball coach Denise Silves­ The three-day junior high 
t,o-time winner of the Luther ter and assistant coach Erik camp will cost $45, The fee forteam suffered two 5-4 losses to ing into the MIAA cham­ Country Club in S1. Louis. Kirk 

Principia College and the pionships Friday at the Lake of Wichern and Brian Nelson each Qliver award, given each year to Kaseorg will host the annual high school campI is $60 and $75 

University of Missouri-Kansas the Ozarkil. shot a 78. the member on the men's bas­ University of Missouri S1. Louis for high school camp II. 

City. One of the ~ottest players on ketball team who has the highest Girls Volleyball camp at t,he For more ' information, con­

"The Principia loss was the team is Peggy FitzGibbon. ODD GPA, Mark Twain Building. The camp tact the UM-St. Louis Athletic . 
especially frustrating because She is 14-2 and Steinmetz says will feature three differen.t Department at 553-5641. 
we had already beaten them that she has a chance.to excel at UM·St. Louis basketball Anderson, who missed most of sessions. DDD 
twice on their home court the championships. p~ayers Mark Stanley and Rac­ the season after undergoing The first session will take . 
"} would love to see Peggy win 	 place on June 19-22 (High Schoolearlier this season," Head quel Anderson were among 80 knee surgey, compiled a 3.65 Students with a proper UM-St. 
Coach Pam Steinmetz said. the number three flight down MIAA athletes named Scholar GPA. She isa sophomore, major­ Camp I) for grades nine and ten. Louis card areidentification 
"And we lost to UMKC 7-6,5-7,7- there," Steinmetz said, Athletes. ing in English. Anderson still The Junior High Sessions will be admitted free i~to home events, 
5 in the final and deciding Stanley, a junior majoring in haS three years of eligibility July 5-7 for grades six through excluding National Collegiate 
doubles match." DOD finance and psychology, has a remaining. . eight and the third session will ' Athletic AssocIation games. 
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Student Government Association 
Office of the President 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS 
262 University Center 
8001 Natural Bridge Road 
St. Louis, Missouri 63121-4499 
Telephone: (314) 553-5105 
Dear Fellow Students: 
It has been a tremendous priviledge to serve as your Student Body 
President with this being the 25th Anniversary o f UM-st. Louis and the• 
150th Anniversary of the University of Missouri as a land grant 
institution. 
This past year has been both an exciting and what I would argue is the 
• 	 most successful year in the history of student government on our 
campus. The following is just a few of the projects which originated 
1,\) and were completed under my administration, and that will bring 
exciting benefits for students in the years to come . 
..
,"" 
~ 1. ) Entrance into the Associated Students of the University of 
u. 	 Missouri (ASUM) ' - After a full year of intense negotiation 
we joined this successful student lobbying organization which~ now represents the four unified student bodies of the 
University of Missouri, and now has the leges l a t i ve voice of
• 
representing all 55,000 students in our Univer sity System. 
'.' 2.) creation of a state of the Art IBM Student Computer c enter ­
Expected to be completely functional by the Fall of 1989, 
this facility will be housed in a completely remodeled area 
adjacent to the Executive Offices of the SGA, and will con­
tain the most advanced IBM Super Workstations and accompany­
'4 ing hardware, to perform the most complicated users needs in­
volving mathematical, engineering, financial , and ~even 
.. graphic applications . 
~ 
3.) And Finally, The Expansion of the Mark Twain Complex - As I ~ 
promised in my campaign to you last year, I was going to 
personally become involved in a referendum movement to raise 
I 
I« the $1.6 million dollars necessary to convert t his 17 year 
old antiquated facility into a world class heal th facility 
that would be.an attractive area for student interact ing and 
retaining the highest quality students, who realize that a 
healthy body creates a healthy mind. 
r' 
As you can see, this has been both a successfu ll, busy, a nd long year. 
r 	 Once again I would like to thank you for the privi ledge it has been 
serving as your representative, and I want to wish e a ch and everyone 
of you a successful and fullfilling future. 
r' 
r; 
erhorst 
dy President 
" 	 , 
an equal opportunity institution 
.1 
, 
, 
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LAUGH YOUR WAY INTO THE SUMMER S PIRIT 
MALONE & NOOTCHEEZ 
HILARIOUS MUSICAL COMEDY DUO. 
&/PiPl§ & ffil OOO @ 
MAY15-21AT 
THE WESTPORT FUNNY BONE & 
MAY 23 - 27 AT SOUTH COUNTY. 
JOHN RIGGI 
AS SEEN ON SHOWTIME 
AND HEARD ON THE NATIONALLY 
SYNDICATED RADIO PROGRAM, 
WITH AMERICA'S 
FINEST IN STAND UP 
COMEDY 
MARK ROBERTS 
AS SEEN ON SHOWTIME & 
SEVERAL TV COMMERCIALS. 
L!\ !P/PI§&ffilO OO ® 
JUNE 12 -17 AT THE 
WESTPORT FUNiJY BONE & 
JUNE 20 - 24 AT SOUTH COUNTY. 
r · · · · · · · · · · ~ 
. PRESENT THIS '
· . " . 
• ENTIRE AD FOR A • 
• two FOR ONE .• · . .. . '. ., .. . 
• ADMISSION !!. 
• VALID SUN.~ THUR.· 
: EXC1LJDINGSPEC[AL : 
" .'. ENGAGEMENTS. 6 
~ .......... ,. 
"COMEDY SHOW WITH DICK CAVETT_" .-.------------, 
&I? I?~&OO OOO® 
MAY 31 - JUNE 4 AT THE 
WESTPORT FUNNY BONE & 
JUNE 6 - 10 AT SOUTH COUNTY. 
GET PREMIUM 
RESERVED SEATING 
WITH DINNER AT 
THE WESTPORT 
FUNNY BONE CAFE 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• MONDAY NIGHTS •
• •
• AT THE FUNNY BONE •
• •
• •
• THE COMEDY BARGAN •
• OF THE WEEK!! •
• ONL Y $3.00 FOR •
• •
• THE BESTOF ST, LOUIS •
• AND NATIClNALLY •
• TOURING TALENT. •
• •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
PAUL DILLERY 
AS SEEN ON HBO'S 
YOUNG COMEDIAN'S SPEGIAL 
L!\i;;>i?@L!\OOilOO @ 
JUNE 14-18 ATTHE 
WESTPORT FUNNY BONE & 
JUNE 20 - 24 AT SOUTH COUNTY. 
DR. GONZO 
A TOURING FAVORITE SOON TO BE 
SEEN ON SHOWTIME. 
&lPlP~& OOO!fJ® 
MAY 16 - 20 AT THE 
SOUTH COUNTY FUNNYBONE 
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS 
WESTPORT & DINNER 
RESERVATIONS 469-6692 
SOUTH COUNTY 843-2727 
VAUD STATE PHOTO 1.0. MANDATORY 
(MUST BE 18 TO ENTER~ 21 TO DRINK.) 
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from page 6 
to catch the ball out of play. That women scored five runs. Key hits by Led by Houska, seven players 

sent Snow to second and Toppins Leach, Toppings, Snow ,Houska and received All-MIAA honors at the 

home. some outstnding pitching by tDurnament. Hammonds and Top­

Northeast tied the score in the sophomoree Lesile Paquet gave the pins were named to the second 

fifth inning. But Houska again broke team their second straight win of team. Wynn, Husley, Cooper and 

a tie score. This time she took a the day. McNeil all received honorable men­

pitch and hit it over the right field The high level of intensity that tion. Also, McNeil was named MIAA 

fence for a 2-1 lead. Vogler said that team had during the freshman of the year. 

A run by Northeast in the bottom Central game carried right into the In addition, two players are on the 

of the seventh sent the game into next game against Rolla . team have set or are on the verge of 

extra innings. In the bottom of the second, the breaking school records. 

In the 11th and with Sherry Heath team got two runs. Houska's single Hammonds has moved to top of 

on second, Snow beat out a bunt. She to right drove in Husley and Snow. the list for most victories (19), com­

then swiped second base. Husely With Toppins on second base in plete game (23) and innings 

then came up to the plate and hit a the fourth, Husley got another RBI pitched (204.33). 

double up the gap to give the River­ in the tournament with a sacrifice Houska is only one hit behind the 

women a 4-2 lead and the eventual fly . Wynn kept the rally going with single season record for most hits in 

win . two RBIs. a season by Vogler. The record is 53. 

The win lead up to a rematch Rolla got their two runs in the Her .371 batting average is near the •against Central Missouri State. The fourth and fifth innings. But that was school record of .378 set by Cathy 
Riverwomen made up for last year's all they could manage as the River­ Lewis in 1978. Houska is also tied for 
5-4 loss by winning this game in con­ women won 5-2. second with triples (9). She is only 
vincing fashion, 6-1. two behind the record set by 
...In the sixth inning, the River- *** Vogler. 
COACH from page 6 
Louis softball team for some at SlUE," Vogler said. " It was "The first year I enjoyed it,"

time. being at the wrong place at the Vogler adds. "There's been a lot 

She was a star on the softball worng time ." of headaches, but its real 

team in her years here. Whether Fortunately, Cathy Lewis, the : rewardinj;( ." • 
it was in batting average, doubles softball coach in 1985, left and 
run scored or any other category, the postion was open to Vogler 
her name was usually in the top again. 
five or ten. Yet at the same time, St. Louis ' •Vogler had heard about University and Lincoln Univer­
' becoming coach in 1984 when sity were talking to Vogler about 

then softball coach Mike Larson a job. Nothing was definite at the 

wanted to concentrate on coach­ time, but interviews were being 

ing women's basketball . But arranged. • 
Vogler had other committments The thought of coaching at UM­

to attend to . St. Louis, however, kept Vogler 

" I was told that the postion was 
·thinking more and more about 

.. 
open, but I started graduate work returning to her alma mater. 
 .. 
"'( )~t)--' ( I~{)--'()~( l~f J"-"()'-"()~( '~()~( ) -,i LOOKING FORA PART-TIME JOB? i 
• 
, LOOKING FOR TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS? I 
t,.j Contact CPPO for info on available pan-time jobs as well as 

:: tuition scholarships. 
,
, CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT OFFICE •308 WOODS 
_ 553-5113 _ 
--"(1'--" ()~()"-'( )___ () ___ ()~()~(1 ___()~()~()"-' ( )~ 
~ 
,j 
t 
I:i J 
.. 
~ 
.. 
The TravelerSj 
Mortgage ServICes 
Could you use some 
extra Cash? Are you 
looking for a 
professional 
environment where 
good people like you 
make all the difference? 
If you can type, file , 
answer phones, have 
CRT experience and are 
looking for a flexible 
schedule, Travelers 
Mortgage Services' 
Professional Support 
Pool may be the perfect 
job for you . We offer 
you the opportunity to 
work with a friendly 
profess ional staff, a 
great location across 
from Chesterfield Mall 
and beautiful new 
surroundings. You don't 
need a resume. Just fill 
in our "Mini-Resume" 
coupon and mail it 
back to us today. If you 
qualify, we'll call you 
for an appointment. It's 
as easy as that! 
Mini-Resume Coupon: 
Name: 
Date: 
Address: 
City: _________ 
State: Zip: ____ 
Phone: _________ 
Best Time to Call: _ _ _ _ 
~ 
Available For Work On: 
Years of Experience: ___ 
Typing Speed: WPM 
Check Your Skills: 
o IBM PC 0 Filing 
o Phones 0 CRT 
Current Employer 
(If Working Now) 
Send To: 
TRAVELERS MORTGAGE 
SERVICES 
Human Resources 
Department 
901 Roosevelt Parkway 
Chesterfield, MO 63017 
I 
r 
AM I PREGNANT? 

-FIND OUT FOR SURE. 

( CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
() ~·H CiJ \"fIHl R!J:Jd 
I ( ./lrnCf (~ f (, Ianon 
:Ind Ilq.! Iknd I 
• FREE Prcgrnncy Testing 
• Results while VOLI mil 
• ComrletcJv confidcntiJI 
• C;J II or walk in 
645-1424 
24-Hour Phone Service 
~ringTime R esume 

Student Sp ecials 

Have Your RESUME Typeset 
only $10.00 per page 
381-9001 
Coupon Good Through Apri130, 1989 
C,?mputer Enterprise 
3855 Lucas & Hunt Rd. Suite 218 
.;;-..:. : ..;:::::­
SUMMER JOBS/TOP PAY 
?? TYPE?? 

OR DON'T TYPE 

YOU'RE OUR TYPE! 

Gain business experience while earning money. 

Work w.here and when you want 

Never A Fee 

.sIIV~S TEMPORARY PERSONNEL, INC. 

OUR 44th YEAR 500 Northwest Plaza 2166 Hampton Suite 818781-1900 291-8338 
13100 Manchester Hemsath & Hwy 94821-1912 
STUDY AND LIVE IN LONDON! 
Missou r i London Program 
Semester Program for Undergraduates 
'\. Informa tion: In terna tiona I Studies, 
Univ. of Missouri-St. Louis, 55-3-5753 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
i 
i 
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Iii Lawyer-L(!arns LegafLessons in 'Criminal Justice' 
[ by Eileen Paclno of finding "technicalities,"---like cat-and-mouse game of admitUng to 
movie reviewer planting doubt in jurors' minds the crimes but daring Chas~e to find 
about an eyewitness' credibility. . any evidenceJo prove them. 
In today's cynical climate of hold­ In this case, the eyewitness put Bacon's Ivy League demeanor­
ing professionals accountable for Martin Thiel (Kevin Bacon) behind Icloaking-a-maniac's-soul ' is well­

the results of their highly paid work, temporary bars for the brutal rape done, but as his character uses 

you're just as likely to see lawyers and murder of a young woman. Chase more and more as a father 

vilified as the criminals they Chase's talent for reducing the confessor figure, he pU,shes the 

defend. Because the juris prudence eyewitness to blubbering doubt on .wild-eyed, sneering laugh act just a 

system seems to be the court of last the stand results in a "not"guilty" likle too hard. . 

resort, we expect what inevitably verdict. The shocking revelation of the 

can't be delivered: an eye for an Chase's drunken celebration reason why Martin butchers young 

eye. turns into ' a horrified hangover, women in the rain and blow torches 

Morai outrage erupts when a sus­ when two more murders occur with their bodies will have an uncomfor­

ii' pect who in our -minds must be. the same MO as Martin's acquitted table back-lash ' against radical 

guilty, "gets' off scot-free" because crime. "pro-lifers" whose own battlecry 

of "technicalities." comes close to Martin's
Suddenly; Chase realizes as he'sWho finds those "technicalities?" 	 philosophy. 
never cared to before that the law 
tI The defense lawyer. As a result, he involves more than outwitting an His philosophy is "judging foris not one of society's favorite per­
opposing lawyer. Now he yourself no matter what the cost,"
sons - until it is us he defends. 
agonizingly realizes that by focus­ which he sees as justification forIn "Criminal Law" we get a ing only on those tricks of his trade murder.
chance to see a high-flying defender 
that will get his client off and not This sensationalist ingredient
squirm with the knowledge that his 
seeking the truth, he has failed to beefs up the underdeveloped and ablind pursuit of winning is responsi­
assist society in protecting its potentioally powerful examinationble for more tragedy. 
citizens and obtaining justice. of the moral dilemma a successfulBritish marvel Gary Oldman (of' Director Martin Campbell lawyer finds himself in when trying1986's "Sid And Nancy") wipes away 
cleverly and skillfully milks the to grasp the ideal of justice, wherehis Cockney accent to portray Bos­
viewer's emotions and desire to see truth will out. 
ton lawyer Ben Chase. Once a prom­ the counselor have the results of his "Criqlinal Law" is a Hemdale pic­ISing prosecutor, he is now 
slick maneuverings rubbed in his ture, rated R for Violence, language,dedicated to the mental challenges face. Theil clearly plays a crazed and sexual situation. 
« SUMMER JOBS 	 « 
'f .• : AVAILABLE 	 Scott BrandtNOW 	 : 
« 
« 
« 
*Need extra cash . 	
« 
« Photogr~phy 
« 
« *Valuable on-the-job training 
~. 	 « 
-It *All shifts available .. 	 appreciation of their volunteer work 
« '~Variety of work « 	 UM-St. Louis ' Beta Alpha Si in the VITA program. VITA assists 
« 
« 	
« Fraternity, recieved an award of taxpayers with filling out their tax 

« 838-3928 appreciation from the Internal returns.
« Have fun while you work for a 	 « Revenue Service. 	 Beta Alpha Si has been aSSistingr «. « « Company that puts People 1st. .The fraternity was honored at a with this program since the mid :70s 

« 
« 
ceremony on April 27 at the U.S. and this year had volunteers work­

... 
« 	 Court and Customs ' House, ing in 15 public libraries throughoutCALL GATEWAY TEMPORARIES, Inc. « 
« 	 « downtown. Ralph F. Schilling, Dis- the city and county.• « 314-434-4114 « 	 Desperately• Weddings
« « 	 JlRAMA from page 1 
« We specia.lize in all areas of 	 « 
« • Portraits 	 SeekingClerical and Technical fields « 
« 	 Kizer said the group might need to ting on quality shows."« 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • « • Model 	 consider doing contemporary This weekend's one-act plays will Sgt. Schultz 
scripts which don't call for special be performed in the Benton Hall 
period piece costumes, and will also Theatre on Saturday and Sunday by Scott Brandt 
have to avoid making use of expen­ April 29 and 30 at 2 p.m, Three of the photography director 
sive special effects. plays will be perfomed each day. 
The plays will be directed by first­ The event that many have been 
John Gorges, President of time student dire ctors. "Some of wanting and waiting for has 
University Players, said the cut was them are very good," Kachur said . finally happened. On April 1, 
made in the theatre department "But they are students who are just Major Ralph R. Klink, director of 
because it was an "easy target." He learning how to direct, so they [the ROTC, was promoted to the rank 
said he thought the University has plays] will include faux pas and of Lt. Colonel. 
relegated the arts to below second­ problems. " While promotions in the 
class status . Admission to the plays is free to military happen all the time, how 
"They're trying to make it so dif­ students. Works to be presented many time has the U.S. Army had 
ficult that we'll just say forget it, " he include plays by Harold Pinter, a man named for a television 
said. " If we were doing a had job, I Peter Schaeffer and Christopher character? Many will remember 
could understand it. But we're put- Durang. the bumbling commandant of 
Stalag 13, Colonel Klink, the man 
from page 1 who humorously led the Nazi's inTAXES 
the popular '60s TV show, 
"Hogan's Heroes." 
A court case was started Monday owed. The Missouri Supreme Court UMSL's Klink came to the 
to determine whether or not the is expected to rule on the case. The campus four years ago after 
refunds will be owed. Missouri tax changes will cause a one-time spending five years in 
Attorney General William Webster loss of $151 million to the state and Germany. 
maintains that the refunds are $40 per year after that. He will leave the campus in 
I' 
<J 
June, having been reassigned to 
a NATO posit ion in Izmir,TRAVEL from page 4 	 Turkey . 
When asked how it feels to be 
CoL Klink, he responds "I'm
'" 	 ing with the same tutor will also are also several class-related jour­
meet as a group for one hour each neys led by instructors. Some of intensifying my search for a Sargeant Schultz. " 
week to discuss matters of common these include excursions to finan­
interest. The courses offered range cial institutions, Norman churches,
• 	 from International Finance and castles, and Arthurian sites. 
Investments to The World of King So if the idea of playing croquet or 
Arthur. The purpose of each class is cricket after a mid-morning break Advertise (. to enrich and acquaint students with of tea and biscuits Whets your Euro­

contemporary and historical pean appetite, explore the 
 With TheBritain. 	 possibilities of traveling abroad. 
Not all of the learning takes place SMU is not the only university which 
indoors, however. Trips to London offers trips such as the one above. 
and Shakespeare's Stratford-upon­ Contact the Study Abroad Office,~~ ]]fJCURRENTAvon are available for all stUdents Center for International Studies, , 
participating in the program. There 336 SSB. 
WANTED: 
• 
N ews a_nd Sports Editors 

for the Cllrrent 

Qualifications: 
• N ewswriting experience and coursewo rk 
If you're a college graduate, or are about to and WorldTeach can even suggest possible 

become Olle , Vv'orlJTeach invites you to join our fund~rai5ing ideas. • Good organizational skills 

growing population of English teachers in Volunteers leave for China in Februarv and 
 • Available afternoons or I110rnings and Tuesda\' 
China. No teaching experience or knowledge August. The application deadline for theJse 

of Chinese is required departures is December 10 and January 10, evenIng 

You make a minimum commitment of one respectively. After that, space will be available 

• Self-initiative year. The school provides housing and a modest on a first-come, first-served basis. 

salary while you teach. It's a unique opportunity For· more information and an application, • Hardworking and eager for practical experience 

to experience firsthand one of the world's oldest call (617) 495 -5527 Or write us at WorldTeach, 

and mos t fascinating cultures-while furthering Phillips Brooks House, Harvard University, 

your own education in ways you never imagined. Cambridge. MA 02138. 

T he fe e for 1989 (including airfare, health Don't miss this chance to participate in the 

insurance, training and support) is $2865 . development of this rapid ly-emerging cultural 

Student loans can be deferred while you teach, giant. 

Call Kevin Kleine at 553-51 74.
eWORLDTEACH 
A year that will last you the rest of your hfe. 	 Accepting applications for SUIl11ner and Fall selll CSlcrs. 
t 
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT: Kevin Bacon (left) stars in the new release 'Criminal Law' as a maniacal 
women killer. 
Internal Revenue Honors 

Beta Alpha Si Fraternity 

by Shawn M. Foppe trict Director for the IRS, presented 

news editor the fraternity with the award in 

Portfolios 
Quality A t 
Budget Prices 
10% U MSL 
Student Disco unt 
With Current I.D . 
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-,CLASSIFIEDS 	 '\l> 
Help W.nted 	 Huge, "-UOVERNMENT HOMESTh.an~·s to Evervone wb,o .-·Helped "­ . ForS.'e 500 families, 	
.Lou'- area Financial 2 bedroom condo pouIbie 18,000 square foot from $1 (U repair). Delin­ ' ~rvIcn Company '- CUI' . teIue to own. Perfect Itart­ BARGAIN SALE. Friday, quent tax property.tty . _Idng er home. Ready to move, April 28, lOam - 4pm; Repossessions. Call 1­with. th.e Srucc-ess 'of Tetlmartlet.ra. A.xlble piilce 134,900. Tel: 355- Saturday, April 29, 8am - 805-687-6000 Ext. GH­
houra available. Pay rat. 7170, leave m....ge. 2pm. Newandgently-used 2166 for current repo list e
'10.oo/hr. Int.....led 	 household goodl, fuml· 
student. may apply In 2 \:!Ieee early American 1Iy­ ture, cloths, sporting 
~~ 348.Wooda Hall or Ing room aet Good condI­ goods, toys. books, etc. 
~1553-5317. tion. '$1 00. 2 end tablel JOHN BURROUGHS Personal 
matching, coff.. table, SCHOOl, 755 South Price Dear fellow Student GOyt 
. Help want.d In finding negotiable. Alk for Karen Road, Ladue. Members Greeks and all of •
. mining radio REWARDI (~3-7314). . PSA Including one of my _n In Underground GOVERNMENT HOMES profs: GET YOUR MIND 
o ralHd platform eating 1977 TOYOTA COROLLA. from $1 (U repair). Delln­
a ~ In left hand comer Great tranaportatlon­ Qllent tax property. ~~~ ~E~HED~E~~~:g
hind comer table. II ~50. For more Informa­ Repossessions. Call 1- ALL YEAR. AIMEE. •found ple..e call 389- tion call 281-8885 after 805-687-6000 Ext GH­
7004 ·Monday . through 8. 2166 for current repo list. Aimee, just thought I 
Friday, 4pm to 8pm, would let everyone read 
n,.ankal ASPHALT SEAL TRAILER, Earn $$$ from your home. the unedited version of my55 GAl, $200.00. Proven to work. Seriously favorite phrase about you. 0 
L¢)OKING FOR NISSAN DATSUN Interested, send SASE to: Here goes - you are the • MoTIVATED, WAGON 1982 CLC Unlimited, P.O. BOX SMARTEST. SEXIEST, 
HATCHBACK 4-DOORS,ORGANIZED PERSON 205, Florissant MO HOT VIXEN BITCH IN FOR WAREHOUSE 63032. HEAT. I have ever mel 
ASSISTANT/MANAGER Your window' fanatic, 
AUTOMATIC. AIR CON­
DITIONER, NEW BRAKES,POSITION. CALL 587­ NEW TRANSMISSION, SCOTT BRANDT Jerome. 	 .. 9700 FOR MORE 
_NEW RADIAL TIRES,NEW PHOTOGRAPHY 838­INFORMATION. MATCHING SEAT 3928_ WEDDINGS, My Dearest Babushka: 
COVERS, VERY DEPEND­ MODEL PORTFOLIOS, Just to let you know. t love JOB OPENINGS. TH,E ABLE, ASKING $799 IN-HOME PORTRAITS, you 10 muchl I can't SHERATON HOTELS IN PORTRAITS. believe almostONLY. PLEASE CALL OUTDOOR 	 we're WESTPORT CURRENTLY 	 through at this I524-7322 OR 521-7616, QUALITY AT A BUDGET 	 zoo. 
MUST SELLHAVE JOB OPENINGS"iN 	 PRICE. UMSL STUDENTS couldn't have made It VARIOUS 	 IMMEDIATELY. SAVE 10% WITH TH IS AD without you. Love, Passionrw~ [Jf] [jfJ f!) ~@~ 000 09 (!)H09@ r!J ~ DEPARTMENTS. WE AND J.D. 	 Flower. 
OFFER EXCELLENT STUDENTS-work full or 

BENEFITS AND OPPOR­ •part time this summer pay· To the swim team: I hope e ~ 

. I 	 TUNITIES TO ADVANCE. Ing $5.00 an hour plus GOVERNMENT SEIZED you didn't taken the per­
WE ACCEPT Vehicles from $1 00. Fords. sonally In the April 13th.commission. Casual office 
APPLICATIONS AND environment Call A.S.A.P. 	 Corvettes.Maybe help with planning Mercedes. Issue too seriously. Hope 
GIVE INITIAL INTER- FOR PERSONAL INTER­ Chevys, Surplus. Buyer to see you all swim at the 
VIEWS EVERY MONDAY VIEWS. 567-7953 ask for Guide (1) 805-687-6000 Show Me State Games Inthe next ~i/p~ct(LlI? FROM 2-6:30 P.M. & Miss King. Ext. S-2166. July. Your friend, Steven. • 
THURS. FROM 2-5:00 
I 	 P_M. PLEASE DROP BY To all winners In Greek 
FOR MORE INFORMA- For Rent Week: You may be a win­
TIONI SHERATON 'Apartment for rent. 1 bed­ PROFESSIONAL ner but you are a 'loser'~~~~~ (!!!)@ lnJ~[Y)@ [Jl!!l~~~~!!lOO~ OO[P~~ g 	 HOTELS IN WEST room ' $39&/month. For RESU MES AND since less than half of the 
1 	 PORT, 900 WES'f-lIOFIT more Information contact OUTSTANDING COVER student body could par­

PLAZA DRIVE, PERSON· LETTERS. Let's 
 .
-
382-2517 University City Call Capital ticipate. promote ' 
NELOFFICE. location. Writers Today to receive a school spirit for all not Just 
FREE BROCHURE or Greeks. Open up theMusical Events Unive!"sity 	 GOVERNMENT JOBS CLOSE TO UMSL NICE. FREE CONSULTATION. games. Steven.$16,040 - $59,230/yr.Arts & Lectures Progr::lm 	 ONE BEDROOM APART­ From concept to final •~ 	 Now Hiring. Call (1) 805­Board MENT. CARPET, DRAPES 	 document we'll help you Vote Republcan. lfs easierVideo Presentations II 	 i 687-6000 Ext. R-2166 for REFRIGERATOR, STOVE, organize for success. than thlnklng...(The GhostApplications current federal list.Special Events 	 LARGEWALKINCLOSET, NOW OFFERING LOW of Barry Freed) 
FIVE MINUTES TO STUDENT RATES. CAPI­Recreation & Travel 	 AIRLINES NOW HIRING. SCHOOL. FOREIGN TAL WRtTERS 1144- How would you like to be aare now being Flight Attendants, Travel STUDENTS WELCOME 1810 	 big sister? Sound good? ItExhibits & Displays 	 Agents; Mechanics, Cus­ $235/MONTH 522-8804 isl My name is Kenlsha tomer Service. Listings.acceptedt OR 521-9533_ 	 Rhone. I'm specificallyPromotions & Marketing 	 Salaries to $105K Entry looking for someone who 

level positions_ Call -805­ is In a sorority. Be a bestAdoption: Loving667-6000 Ext. A-2166. friendl Write backl 389­
" Southern California cou­

-"~ " -"- " -"-"-" - " ~"_"_"_"_"-" -"-"_"_"-..- ..- ..- ,_.. _.._.,-,,- 81 Ford Escort, Auto 2dr, ple wishes to adopt new­ 7009. Thanxl
Miscellaneous AM/fM stereo cassette. GYMNASTiC INSTRUC­ born. Please call collect 
53,x)()( miles, good gas TORS NEEDED, MALE OR (818) 713-1957, JOhn, Thanks for taking 
mileage, $990_ Call 868- the fear away from Satur·FEMALE PART TIME 
7160, CALL 631- day night. I really .' 
BOOKS: BUYING BOOK appreciate ItI Kelly, ~oo~ lhuck on jFinaIgt EVENINGS. 8553 OR 638-1135.ATTENTION: HIRINGI 	 COLLECTIONS. A 
Government jobs - your 	 COLLECTOR'S .. Delta Sigma PI wishesADOPTION. Young
immediate 	 BOOKSHOP, everyone luckarea Many 	 family, with 6275 good onCalifornia
openings without waiting much 10l/e and security, DELMAR. UNIVERSITY their finals. Have a great 
tesl ­list or $17,840 desire to adopt white baby. CITY 721-6127. summer! ~~~ $69,485. Call 1-602-838­ All expenses paid. Totally
8885. Ext R6729. legai. Plesse call Wen­C(~~t dy(coIIect) (714) 968­ RESEARCH IIORMATIIStudents-Earn extra $$$ 7672. THANK YOUIfrom your home. Proven to 	 Largest Library of information in U.S. ·­
work. Bonus. too! 	 ali subjectsd~~J.~ Seriously interested Rush STUDENTS INTERESTED Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD 
. ~ Self-addressed, stamped IN PLAYING ICE HOCKEY 
. 
.i " 	
~
,'- ,<)4.~ 
envelope: CLC Unlimited, FOR UMSL CALL 553- Iln'IW6 800-351-0222.'"~ ~ 	 P.O. Box 205, Florissan~ 5125 OR SIGN UP IN THE hi 

MO 63032. INTRAMURAL OFFICE. 

~ Ha'fs II I RIBI IIIIIISI! -	 ill inCahf. 1213)mS226 Or. rush $2.00 to: Research Information 
11322 Idaho Ave. #2oo-A. Los Angeles, CA 9002 
~Meet the two toughest cops in town. 
CWPACT DISC 10.99­
C4SSETIE OR LP 6.99 
, . . 
CRUEL STORY OF YOurH
- .'Ibu',.....,....'Ibu . ... 1Ico .. 
I~c:"~~ .. 
rG~~ r'-. 
. ~'i 
~- ..,'­. ....wr. . A_ ~ .. 
:OMPACT DISC 8.99 COMPACT DISC 10.99 

CASSETIE OR LP 6.99 CASSETIE 6.99
TREAT HER RIGHT 
Toed 10
--
The Tracks 
. ., ' @;rCli:;~~-L. 
• 
CO~,'PACT DISC 11.99 

C.\SSETIE OR LP 6.99 

COMPACT DISC 11.99 	 COMPACT DISC 11.99REGISTER IN THE STORE FOR ACHANCE TO WIN A 

CASSETIE OR LP 6.99 
 GRADUATION GIFT OF $1,000.00 FROM Q CASSETIE OR LP 6.99 
AND SOUND WAREHOUSE WHO FEEL THAT ~ 
STUDENTS DESERVE ABREAK! JAMES BELUSHI 
EASTERHOUSE 
WAmNG FOR THE REDBIRD 
-9 	
• 
, Hampton. jusl north 01 Chippewa 
353-5551 
• , West Florissant al Chambers in 

. Dellwood 521-1885 

" 1717 Brenlwood Blvd. 2 blocks 

Soulh of Hwy. 40 in Brentwood 

961·5704 
 AND INTRODUCINGJERRY LEE AS HIMSELF 	 .~ 
t::> 
-,._,._.,_., _.,_.. _.._,._,,_.,_.. _.. _... _,._,,_.,-,._,.-.._,._.,_.,_.,_.._,._.. _..­
, 
One's just 
a little 
smarter than 
the other. 
\J 
.. 
• 
II' 
.. 
~ . 
" .~ 
" 
;. 
" 
" 
AGORDON COMPANY~ AROD DANIELRhn "K-9" MEL HARRIS , STEVEN SIEGEL &SCOTT MYERS[(I-1iI11-l iJCjl in: '-Nul MOVIE 	 ~MI1FB GOODMAN ~~ STEVEN SIEGEL =DONNA SMITII ~ lAnCE GORDON ~\~ 
IPG-1311UBl1n..r--II .......~ .... i CHARU$ GORDON ~ ROD DANIEL .
...==_.....  	 ~~~
U.l~
musIc· mOVIES 	 RENTAll OPENS FRIDAYAT A TIIEATRE NEAR SALE PRICES GOOD THROt../GH TUESDAY: MAY 9TH. OUANTTTIES UMITED. • 
Old E'd"-t-" '", , , .,' 'I..!>i' ,;.,,", ,. " " , " <~ ~I, .10 :n5 "';1i~l'" ' " 
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BUCKS FOR BOOKS 

Your Books Are Worth Cash " 
On The Spot At 
$ University Bookstore Buyback $ 

May 5: 7:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

MayS: 7:30 a.m. ~ 7:00 p.m. 

May 9:7:30 a. m. - 7:00 p. m. 

May 10: 7:30 a. m. - 7:00 p. m. 
May 11 : 7:30 a. m. - 7:00 p. m. 
May 12: 7:30 a. m. - 3:30 p. m. 
Ente'r The Contest For 
FREE TEXT BOOKS 
Next Semester 
What you need to knowAb~ut selling your used textbooks!!! 
Selling A Book You , ,Use·dBo_oks 	 • Instructors decide which books will be used 
each semester. Purchased Used 
Current editions in good condjtion~r&',W:()rth .Ifa book is not being used at tlJIS col lege, the 
50% of the tistprice,forbo.pks ,belngub1t :pext buyback price is determined acc,ording to the 
termonthtscafllPusu:n~U thebo.oKSt~req'Mllt.a demand for the same book on other college 
is reached. Afterward~ the price YOt;frecefvEfiS campuses. 
based on a nationaUyusedtextbOok'guide.The 
list price is determined by the pubfis#Eit, . not , .• Used books.. are sold in the bookstore at 
the bookstore. ' 'o'l approximately 75%01 trie list price . 
.• Bring your used textbooks to the bookstore 
on the dates shown in the ad and turn them in 
foreash. 
LJsed Price Buyback Price 
Your Cost ...... . ....... $5.00 
(25% of List Price) 
~ (h-.()~(}""',( ) ___ -( ) 4IiIIIJ..()~Selling a Book You 
Purchased New 
Paper Backs 
Because of their IimitedlHespan, paperbacks 
(also called Tradebooks) earn 10-20%of the list 
price which is shown on thefroflt Or back cover 
.of the book. 
List Price Buyback Pri~e 
Your Cost. : ........ '_.' . $10.00 
(50% of List Price) 
• SELL YOUR BOOKS -IT PAYS. SEL.L YOUR BOOKS -IT PAYS. SELL YOUR BOOKS -IT PAYS 
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""":. 
~-Higher Taxes~ 
--
"-
. 
Not Higher Fees 
,­
The phrase "increased taxes" has become somewhat taboo 
in Missouri over the last few years, but luckily we have a 
governor who only puts things off until the last minute rather 
than neglecting the issue totally. 
When Governor John Ashcroft proposed an increase in "-­
cigarette and corporate franchise taxes he reluctantly, but 

necessarily, broke the taboo. Without more taxes, higher 
'''''-',­

~,education in Missouri stood to suffer a $45 million loss in 
". 
funding. 
---' 
, . 
Education leaders like CBRE President Avis Tucker, UM 
System President C. Peter Magrath and UM-St. Louis Chan­
cellor Marguerite R. Barnett all agreed that cuts of this 
magnitude would be devastating. 
The students of this and other UM campuses should be 
grateful that the governor promised not to cut education in ----. 
. ------.:..::......­favor of a possible tuition hike or a plan for a surcharge on stu­

dent fees like that proposed in the University Senate ------­
Tuesday. 

The proposal to add a surcharge onto student fees to supple­
ment the funding was a misdirected one, no matter how good 
the intentions were. Perhaps Barnett said it best when she 
commented on the issue, saying that the students shouldn't be 
burdened with a problem that belongs to the governor. 
Administrators are usually portrayed as uncaring towards JSILL FEA~ FIAW-S I HE -STILL. HAP ~ U4t> '3 8OOJ(" \\JR,n:~ PAPERSu,the students, but it was refreshing to see Chancellor Barnett 
stand up for the students in the Senate. She said that by raising •• 
fees, the university could price itself out of the market. How -neJ WE LooKED .up AND (,(IJ&.'W W"'-4"" N£ UAP 'TO I>D! \
":""\ ~ -
right she is. 
There are plenty of other institutions that offer similar pro­
grams at comparable prices in the area. On a campus where • 
most of the students support themselves, any increase in fees 
is hard-felt. It could mean the difference between finishing 
your degree next semester or dropping out to find a full­
•time job. 
We hope the members of the university senate will keep the 
situation of ALL students in mind when the debate arises 
again. Not everyone gets to drive daddy's BMW to school. 
The Agony Begins 
Once again we face the thrill of the last couple of weeks of 

the semester: the agony of final exams and the antiCipation of 

freedom from classes . 

With the sudden burst of hot weather, it seems like finals 

should already be over. But, alas, we may have to quite 

literally sweat through the our examinations in buildings 

without windows as the thermometer continues to rise. 

With this our last issue, we at the Current are certainly glad 

that we can at last make an effort to do some homework for a 

change. We don't doubt that many student leaders feel much 

the same way as the year winds down. 

It's been a good year for UM-St. Louis - notwithstanding 

several notable failures, such as the demise of the theater 

program and the "success" of the Mark Twain renovation 

boondoggle. But new programs have been introduced and 

plans for expansion are underway in other areas. 

But the end of the year marks one main event: the flurry of 

last minute cramming session for examinations and of writ­

ing term papers. The library will be a busy place in the next 

couple of weeks . 

So to all students, we wish you good luck. 
I ,>.. ......, .. • A Farewell Message From 'The Current~s Editor , 
So I'll say a few things about some ment, and her work their has been Jeanine? She's . . . well, beenAll matertaiscon.tained within this jS81J8 ill 
~I 
rJil'ly;e.14ela1 OfflceBuilding of the people who've made the Cur­ indispensible, if underappreciated interesting and a great asset to the are t)'leprqp4;}rty of the CYffefol~ ~iic:tgan~q{)rNafura1 Bridge Ruad 
not be reproduc~ or.reprintedwllhoul rent work this year. at times. paper.st..LP)li~, Mo. 63121 the expressed wriUen ooris.~t at/the Mohammed Faisal Malik, our On the features page, Chris And I can't forget Steve Hood,RhO'M: (iU4) S53-5l74 CUrrent and its staff, " business manager, has been a lot of Duggan; Paulette Amaro and Laura graphic artist extraordinaire, who's 
;<'-":t fUn to work with. He combined a Berardino have kept the campus kept the editorial page filled with 
Tl'leClirrent is publi$hed weekly on ThursdaY~ Advertlsingr'a~'es ataavaif­ sense of business acumen with good entertained and informed. From the biting and effective cartoons. Steve ~bleu.PQnrequ~t by contacting.the CurrentB'usin&Ss OffiCeal (314) 5~3~ humor and dedication to bring in the . readers I've observed, the features is probably the one staff member 
.$Vt<S. Space 'reservaiions·foradvertlsaments mllst be rec.eivect'by noon 

Monday priOr to the date of publication. .. 
 advertiSing revenue and handle the section remains one of the most who has something to fear from 
bureaucratic end of the paper. popular part~ of the paper, and Dean Jones. 
the .Currenl,firiancedin ·paifbY studer;taclivities ,tees, is not an offiCial Faisal, a native of Pakistan, along Chris, Paulette and Laura helped Finally - to end this thing, ack­ IV eYll!ic:!iti6rrofth~Oniver~ity of Missoun. The U'niyersio/is nolresponsible fOr with our hardworking and good­ . make it so. nowledging that I've left out a greatI lt'e·:g\itte'nt's contents and policies,· <,.; by Paul Thompson natured Malaysian production Tom Kovach has held out many people who've helped make 
,, ·;EditOriai$express!,!d inthe~p4;}r reflectthe dprhidn()fthe~itO$I!!tatf. Artl<;1AA editor assistants - Fauziah Hamlawi, herOically on the sports page, de­ the paper work - there's Kevin 
Sabri Dani, Razif Razak, Jamil spite a shortage of reporters to help Kleine, this year's managing editor 
As my year as editor of the Cur­ Zaaba, Noryati Mohamed - brought him keep up on the games. Tom, as and next year's editor. 
rent draws to a close, I'd like to say an international perspective to the the youngest staff member, has also Kevin has been the one to solve 
something profound about the expe­ paper and to some of our prolonged been the one who has grown the problems as they arose, the one to 
rience of running a weekly college arguments about politics, etc. most. He has my nod for editor in a do a lot of the stuff that I didn't have 
newspaper. But I'm afraid in this Jamie Dodsen, Steve Ward, couple of years. time for, and the man who knew the 
burst of early summer heat, profun­ Shawn Foppe and Cathy Dey have, I can't forget to mention John operation of the newspaper best. 
dity escapes me. as news editors at different times Kilgore, the quiet man on a per­ He's gotthe fun that I had this year 
The most difficult tas~ of my year throughout the year, brought dif­ petual journey for spiritual truth to look forward to in the upcoming 
as editor has been trying to keep the ferent styles and methods to the and journalistic integrity. He's year. '\ 
staff together. Personnel manage­ gathering and reporting of the news probably the best writer on staff, I could say a whole lot of sappy 
'mentis a new thingto me and it's not that is the lifeblood of any and as he moves on to better things stuff about how wonderful it's been 
·all that easy. Being, in effect, the newspaper. All four contributed after May commencement, I wish to work for the Current - it has been 
CEO of a business with an $80,000 their unique talents to holding the him the best. great - but in the end, rm mostly 
budget and 20 employees has been section together. Cathy has also Then there's Jeanine Sih, copy glad it's over. It's time forme to 
trying at times, but not without been more and more involved in the editor and wartime correspondent, move on. I feel; however, greatly 
..rewards. advertising and business depart- who... how does one describe enriched'by my experience here. 
.Desperate Measures For .Desperate Times 
. , , - The Lecture HaU Essay Exam. long letter to your mother, brother their respective material. Works 
You're·in a room with 100 or more 
.etc . on one. Make it good. Talk about best at campuses where you're an 
fellow testees. The proctor calls your life and your. CLASS WITH out-of-state dorm dweller.UfeDuring TIME and PUT DOWN YOUR PEN­ [YOUR PROF'S NAME HERE] . . ROTE MEMORIZATION. Makes 
CILS. Forget it. Keep writing until Talk about how challenging it is. regurgitation Forgetthe easier.1Ilarl:lD'lA there's just a few students seated How much you're learning (write--~-~~,... "Can Orville See Down My Pants' ~ besides yourself. You march up to down what you can remember, as Pocket" or whatever that mnemonic 

the front to turn your test in. long-as you know what you're talking device is for remembering the dif­
E2! ~'- "You )Vere writing after time was about.) ferent evolutionary epochs (Cam­

contributor called. I'm not going to accept this Turn in your blue-book-that-is­ brian, Pleistocene.. . ). Stuff sticks
exam," your proctor says. your-letter-home. Tl).en, with the in the mind better if it's about sex.The difference between genius "Hey - wait a minute!" you say exam question firmiy planted in 
. Line up the the first letters of the
and madness is so slim you can't fit indignantly, "Do you know who I your mind, go straight to work on the sequence of stuff you must 
one exam book between the gap. AM?" answer. Use the other blue book. memorize. Then write a sentenceHere's some advice for those "No, and I don't care either," the Mail your essay exam to the person 
.using each letter as the beginning oftough times when your inspiration proctor says with her/his arms you wrote the letter to · THAT a word. Example using the days ofjust isn't flowing. Those of you who folded. SAME DAY. the week in order: Some More Tes­
watch Late Night with David Letter­ "Good," you say and shove your Cross your fingers . This one is not ticles Would Truly Feel Strange.man may find this famiiiar. On it a blue book into the middle of the 
nearly as safe. You have to 'count on You get the idea.professor of English, an editor of collect@Q staek. Start running. your professor being able to figure Good luck. Remember to keep
uroan myths, claimed he's never Wlaat if they bow your name in a answer' two pencils sharpactually seen the following things IIqe e....? Take at least two exam out where the real exam those number went. Bhone calls will be made, and . even when you can't always be the 
.. happen, only heard about them. same.boob with you to your exam. Write a with any luck they'll mail each other 
~ 
) ~~1\iti~ 
'. 
• 
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Human Freedom Is Dynam~c ADd Includes 'Both Factions In Abortion Debate 

-:- ~ ). -'-, - - - ' -~- -	 ~ - - . - '-- ~-
To the editor: One dimension of . freedo~ is worthy of my commitment. In limit­ If this is the case, then on the one without compassionately and stead­ day I listened to a quote that went as 
most often articulated within this ing myself to this option instead of hand, if I choose to extinguish' fastly dealing with the root causes is far as anything I've ever heard on 
The recent attention given the Post-Enlightenment Constitutional that, I actualize my freedom. human life in abortion, then how can analogous to "faith without works" the topic "Love one another." 
"Pro-Choice," "Pro-Life" debate de~ocracy of ours. Freedom is the Freedom is the ability to express that choice bear the name human - it doesn't go very far to solve A challenging venture: human 
has focused my own attention upon abiliiy and the right to choose who I most fundamentally am, and freedom upon it? On the other hand, anything, freedom. 
this issue. Dialogue with people on among several options. This posi- hence the ability to shape who I will to ignore the social, economic and By what standard can I know if my
both sides has led me to a few reflec- tion has everything to do with being be. Freedom, and therefore theper­ cultural factors that lead a woman choices are fully human, in other . Tom Wagner 
tions which I wish to share with the "freed from" coercion and son, is most fully actualized when I to conclude that abortion must be words, fully free choice? This Sun- Catholic campus minister 
~-St. Louis campus community. limitation. ~ choose that option that is most considered diminishes me to some 
It seems to me that the issue of I wish to raise ,to consciousness 	 degree as well. fully human. 	 Catholics Don't Have Any Choice 
freedom itself may ,provide the kind another dim~nsion of meaning rela- Along these lines, I return to the ' To ignore a fellow human person's 
of solid ground upon which Pro- tive to human freedom. Besides the debate of human life issues such as aching need (and to date, I've never creativity. Each human life as itTo the editor: Choice and Pro-Life activists might "freedom from" aspect, what is abortion. What is it that most fully met a woman who was happy to have dynamically U11foldsthroughout the 
discuss the ethical and moral "freedom for"? From my own aetualizes the personin this debate? an abortion) is to render myself decades is God's artwork. In an earlier issue of the Current dimensions of this charge subject.' philosophical armchair I See some- If John ~ne spoke any truth at all less free. 	 The destruction of any individual [April 13], a picture of a woman dis­Somehow freedom is seen as part thing within the hu~~ spirit that when he said that as human beings, Providing safe and inexpensive a sign for life, from a Catholic position is seen playing "Catholics
and parcel of what it means to be drives not toward keeping aU we are intertwined within a seam­ abortion faCilities answers these appeared on one of the as a catastrophe of inestimableChoice" 
really hum~n. Few would argue tbis options always and forever open. less web ' of destiny, then the problems no more than legalizing 	 dimensions.inside pages. point. Butwhat is really meant when The human spirit has a dynamism to of cannot take street drugs solves the drug addict's diminishing one 	 The Catholic Magisterium (the 
the word "freedom" is invoked by move toward, and commit to place without diminishing me in problem. Likewise, holding that teaching office of the Church) main­ A truly Catholic orientation on 
any side of any argument? whatever is perceived to be most some way. abortion limits "human" freedom tains that every life "made in the this issue seeks to found itself upon 
image and likeness of God" is sac· the Gospel. A position that is open to ABlue Metal Proposal ! 
• 
red, unique and unrepeatable. Each abortion is neither truly com· 
passionate, nor is it Catholic, human being, including the woman 
-T'O the editor: 	 library. holding the above mentioned sign, is 	 . 
, 	 Dr. Lewis John Stadler was a God's crowning gestuff> of loving ~ralg Lambrost 
I thoroughly enjoyed and agreed native St. Louisan who brought 
with Mr. (Greg] Alber's article that world renown to the University of Who Cares About Alliteratio~ Anyway? 
the Blue Metal Building should be Missouri-Columbia in his study of To the editor: 	 therefore are somewhat less con· better named. I propose that genetics and gene mutations there 
cerned with logical, practical mat·
another of our great university's as professor. ., I read the headline "Lit-Mag ters, then I can laugh, also. But, what buildings be renamed also - the Howard Burrell Woods was a Bungles Budget, Loses Funds" I got was a slap in the face. The last tower bun ding. 	 great leader for the cause of [April 20] and got a bit angry. Who sentence of the lead, " ... operated
.. 	 I When he asked for suggestions for equality. He was the editor and Litmag Still ~n Existence cares about the alliteration? This with only half a brain," was a put 
names for the Blue Metal Building, I publisher of the st. Louis Sentinel, headline makes the staff of the Lit­ down. This, coupled with theTo the editor: 	 mer, the problems centered on mis- . thought of the present names of our president of the Urban League of St. Mag look stupid. 	 headline, really made the stingdirected mail, .lapse of fiscal year, other buildings and how these Louis, and later in his life a curator Then I read the lead of .the article. worse.As the new adviser to the campus and lack of education in funding . names tie in together to form a com- of the University of Missouri. It got worse. I thought the editorial But,I got past the lead and found 
mon theme. Hasn't anyone besides me noticed literary magazine, I hope that inte· guidelines. Last year's magazine page was on page 9. Apparently Iwas an interesting, clear, objective arti­
' This theme was obvious to me: the something about this? Aren't we rested students will read past the staff cannot be the only student mistaken or working with half a cle. I think it is too bad that the Lit­p~ople that our,' university's 'forgetting someone here? Yes, daunting headline and distracting group that finds budgeting difficult. ' brain because what I was reading Mag won't be published until next I'm glad to hear that this year
. buildings are named after were all we're probably forgetting maybe lead material o·f the Current's April was supposed to be good, objective fall. On a positive note, though,historically significant to our great Missouri's greatest citizen. He's the . 20 article, "Litmag Bungles Budget, Treasurer's Manuals. have been journalism: 
.writers have more time to submit 
state of Missouri. Cases in point man that was a U.S. Senator from Loses Funds." If they read faI' made available to groups funded by 
enough, they will learn that, sur­ Student Activities . 	 As far as I'm concerned, John their work, and editors have more are following: 	 MISSOUri and went on to become the Kilgore screwed up his intent when edit. a lessThomas Hart Benton was one of only on from Missouri to be Presi· prise!, Litmag is still in existence, 	 time to Hopefully,he alluded to the left brain/right stressful production will produce a 
the two first United States Senators dent of the United States, and adarn that an issue is being edifed thi.s I'm grateful to those who've 	 If heworked on the magazine during this brain theory. was trying to better quality magazine. from Missouri, after its admittance good one at that - yes, Harry S. spring to be released in September, 	 humoroiIsly say writers depend
and that submissions are due May difficult time. As a result oj theirinto the Union in 1821. Truman. 	 more on the right side, andwork, thoughtful and original writ· 	 Anne E. Powers William Clark; along with I hereb¥ propose that the tower 2. 	 J ing and artwork by students will Merriwether Lewis, explored the building be formally named the To learn these facts, readers must 	 Spelling Errors Punctuate Article 
steer past an old news story about a continue to appear on campus.area of the Louisiana Purchase Harry S. Truman Building. 
funding forfeiture dating from June Thanks, after all, too to the Current To the editor: 	 Certainly the Current takes pride commissioned by Thom~ As for the Blue Metal Building, in its profeSSionalism and accurate Jefferson. 	 home of the Current, I propose that 1988. To add to the distraction~, the for putting the magazine in the stu­ I sincerely hope the Current staff journalism. However, I suggest that Current's article leads slowly into dent eye. By the way, the expedition began it be called the Joseph Pulitzer Students interested in submitting is willing to accept some construc­ the Current staff make a concerted this stale story as though it were a (as you all well know) in St. Louis, building, after the man who founded 
or on tive criticism .... I was aghast to 	 effort toMo. Clark was also the territorial the Post,Dispatch and did much to science fiction tale or a corporate to working the current or 	 and conscientious more 
thriller. 	 future issues of Litmag should con· see that college educated people accurately research/edit [sic]governor of Louisiana from 1813- advance journalism, not only in our 
tact me in the English Department had published such an erroneous their articles....20. 	 state but in our country as welL Litmaggers stalk through 
budgetary committees equipped (5512, 449 Lucas) or speak to Editor article ["Greek Week Takes It ToJean Baptiste Charles Lucas was Whatever the outcome of the best 	 The Limit," April 13]. ... Dave Lask with right brains only, yet doing Norman Welch or other staff mem·an important leader of Missouri in suggestion for the Blue Metal Build­ bers. Mailboxes for Litmag sub· There were numerous spellingits early days as U.S. Land Com- ing, I ask that all students, faculty "nothing sinister" to "the system." and punctuation errors. Three ofthe Editor's note: The article referred
of and staff join me in the attempt to We're told that "no one got rich," as missions are located in the English missioner and a judge the 	 Dep~ment and ~n the University to by Mr. Lask incorrectly spelled seven fraternity and sorority names Superior_ Cn,ud. for the Louisiana rename the tower building, or even though there were any que!'tion of 
1..'1at, before we hear what anyone­ cenier,'Ye'Cond flllor. 	 were misspeJiell. Also, it was very the names of Alpha Xi Delta sorority Territory, also appOinted to these the entire S~B.complex, the Harry S. confusing as to which crest corres· and of Sigma Pi and Pi Kappa Alpha did.positions by Jefferson, for whom we Truman bUlldmg/complex. Nan Sweet ponded with which organization [in fraternities. The Current regretsAs 	 readso righteously have named our I the correspondence 	 the error. Michael A. Finley around Litmag's troubles last sum- English Department the page design]. 
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tJ 	 . , If you're graduating at the eno of the semester. this is your last • The .\1acimosh is easy to learn - and it's expandablel iI chance to .take advantage of specidl ,tucien! rHin:, on the \-bcintosh:" • Its compaq design it'h YOU take \'Our Mac almost anywhere. ~ ~,
~ Right here. right nm\'. you can DUY thi, inm:oihlv [1(mnlul (,()Illplltl'r . 
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, coilling h:lck nnt Ltii. l"Ou'li ~X:' [r:ld\' \\'ith this crucial classwork aid ,­
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Cash In on these Reduced Prices for Graduation! i 
, Mac Plus Mac SE(2 Drive) Mac SE (20MB HD) :: ~ $ 1031 $ 1826 . '$ 2174 , 
, '" Save$ 768 Save$ 1472 . Save $ 1724 '- i 
I 	 The power to be your besr""~",, I
Contact Mary Brown at 553-6016 or 
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*This offer is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order an IBM PS/2 Model 8530·E2'1, 8550-031 "or 857Q-1;61 on 
or before June 30, 1989. Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or proCessing charg:es. Check with your school . 
regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability. IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time Without written notice. 
Fot~ more iIifomation contact: Mary Brown or :Bruce'Po,tterat'553-6096 ·'· 
l03D)SSB (SociarScience and 'Business Bldg) "; : 
Special prices available for eligible faculty, staff, students, and departments of tpe University 
f M · ' . S . ' 'II} '1 olo lssoun­ 1. LoUIS. \:'"'~.' .[,i:f' :-..!..l._~~.~ 
IBM personai System/2~nd PS/2 are register9d traderT@rks of International Business Machines Corporation. 
. MicrosOft is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporati~m . 
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~or a limited time, you have your choice of three IBM Personal Syste~/2e \ 
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(1.44 Mb), 20 Mb fixed disk drive, 
IBM Mouse, 8513 Color Display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft® Windows/ 
286, Word and hOC Windows 
~xpressTM. Software is loaded 
$2,399 
arid ready to go! 
PS/2 Mod-el 50 Z 
The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb 
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz) proc­
essor, one 3.5" diskette drive 
(1.44 Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive, 
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel . 
Architecture™, 8513 Color Display, 
DOS 4.0, -Microsoft Windows/386, 
Word, Excel and hOC Windows 
Express. Software is.loaded and 
ready to g'o'! 
PS/2 Model 70 386 -
The 8570-E61 includes 2 Mb ," 
memory, an 80386 (16 MHz) 
processor, one 3.S''' diskette drive 
> $6,I 17 $2,799 
(1.44 Mb), 60 Mb fixed disk drive, 
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel 
Architectur~, 8513 Color Display, 
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/38G, 
.Word, Excel. and hOC Windows ..1 
Express. SQttware is loaded . 

and._,~ ready Jo go! 
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IBM Micro Chann&1 Architecturf~ - is a tradefT\ark of IBM CorpQratiOq. , 
" I' 
hOC Windows Express ,is a trademark of the hDC Com,puter Cotporation. 
$8,912 $4,449 
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models at a special campus price. These PS/2 models are on the top of/the ­
see us today! 
PS/2 Model 30 286 
The 8530-E21 includes 1 Mb 
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz) 
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive 
I 
